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One of ;he basic features in quantum mechanics is that the momentum 
and positicn observables P, Q satisfy the Heisenberg commutation relation 
PQ - QP = -iI. (1) 
Often (1) is replaced by the corresponding relation for the unitary groups 
eisPeifQ = e -ifseitQeisP 
9 4sE R,, (2) 
which follcIws by formal integration from (1). Equation (2) is usually called 
the Weyl relation. A well-known (irreducible) realization of (1) and (2) is 
the so-callc:d Schrodinger couple 
P=-i-&, Q=x 
in the Hjlbert space L&R,). By the Stone-von Neumann uniqueness 
theorem, each pair of self-adjoint operators P, Q satisfying (2) is unitarily 
equivalent to a direct sum of Schrodinger couples. An infinitesimal variant of 
the uniqueless theorem is due to Rellich and Dixmier. For details and more 
results alo lg this line we refer to Putnam’s book [ 111. 
From the viewpoint of representation theory of Lie groups, the connection 
between (1) and (2) is very clear. Equation (2) defines a unitary represen- 
tation of tie Heisenberg group and (1) is the formula for the associated Lie 
algebra re)resentation. Therefore, (2) always leads to (1) on the Girding 
domain, while (1) does not imply (2) in general. 
The physical importance of (1) lies in the uncertainty principle of 
quantum mechanics. In the author’s understanding of quantum theory, the 
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Weyl relation has no direct physical meaning because the Heisenberg group 
is not a symmetry group of the physical system. Moreover, the relations (1) 
and (2) have been a source of motivation as well as a good model for 
different branches of mathematics such as group representation theory, 
scattering theory, operator theory etc. Thus, a more general study of the 
Heisenberg commutation relation (1) could be of some interest both for 
physical and mathematical reasons. 
In this article we investigate a class X of representations of (1) lying 
between (1) and (2). Besides a technical condition, it consists of a symmetric 
operator P and an essentially self-adjoint operator Q defined on a dense 
invariant domain g of a Hilbert space Z satisfying e”% G 9 and 
PeitQ# = eirQ(P + t) ( for#Eg, tElR,. (3) 
We then write (P, Q; G9) E X. Clearly, if the Weyl relation is fulfilled then 
(3) follows from (2) by differentiation at s = 0. The main results of this 
article are two structure theorems for canonical pairs of the class X. We 
roughly explain their content. (A precise statement would require a review of 
a large part of definitions). The first of these theorems (Theorem 4.1) asserts 
that for each (P, Q; G8) E Z there exist a sequence (d,, n E N} of open 
subsets of R, with d,zd,+i, n E N, and functions a,., E GE CoD(dl ndj) 
such that after a suitable unitary isomorphism X = C,“, 0 L&t,), Qun) = 
txf,), pdf,) = (--if,’ + i%l nk k a f ) for dr,) E kd. Moreover, f, E Cm@,,) for 
(f,,) E L9, and the set of all (/“) E g withf, E CF(d,,), n E IN, is dense in 9 
relative to the graph topology. The sequence {d,} is a unitary invariant of 
the pair (P, Q; 9) E ;tr. The second main result (Theorem 5.3) deals with 
canonical pairs (P, Q; L&Y) E Z for which Q has finite spectral mutiplicity m. 
Roughly speaking, it says that (under a mild regularity condition concerning 
{d,}) the pair P, Q is unitarily equivalent to the differential operator 
-i(d/du) and the multiplication operator x .in the Hilbert space 
C;“= i @L&l,), where the vectors/ = df, ,...,f,) in the domain of -i(d/dx) 
satisfy some boundary condition. A little more precisely, f fulfills boundary 
conditions given by partial isometries at a certain set of endpoints of the 
connected components of AX,..., A,,, and has boundary values otherwise. As 
an application, we show that a pair (P, Q; G9) E X with an operator Q of 
finite spectral multiplicity m can be extended to a canonical pair in a larger 
Hilbert space which is unitarily equivalent to a sum of m Schriidinger pairs 
(Theorem 6.1). 
In a forthcoming article, the results are used to study and to classify 
representations of (1) by essentially self-adjoint operators P and Q on a 
dense invariant domain. 
The investigation of more general representations of (1) was only begun 
very recently by Jorgensen and Muhly [4,5] and Dorfmeister and 
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Dorfmeiste;, [2]. In [4], relation (3) was studied on the domain of a closed 
symmetric operator P. The authors of [2] considered canonical pairs for 
which Q is a bounded operator. Some arguments in our approach to 
Theorem 4.1 are borrowed from [2]. 
The article is organized as follows. In Section 1 we give some definitions 
and facts a)out unbounded operator algebras and we fix some notation. The 
definition of the class X’ is contained in Section 2. In Section 3 we establish 
our main technical tool, a functional calculus for Q. The two structure 
theorems ale proved in Sections 4 and 5. We conclude with some corollaries 
and final remarks in Section 6. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 Fir ;t we recall some basic definitions and facts concerning 
unbounded operator algebras (see [6, lo]). Let ~9 be a dense linear subspace 
of a compl:x Hilbert space 8%4 An Opwzlgebru & on g is a *-algebra of 
(unboundeo) linear operators A on G9 with Ag c g, A*g G @ containing 
the identity map I of @. The involution is defined by A + A ’ := A * r 33. 
The graph fopology t, on .59 is the locally convex topology generated by the 
seminorms ]I #]lA := ~~A~~~, $ E G9, A E d. Then, each operator A E d is a 
continuous map of the locally convex space g’[ t_~] into itself. For an Op*- 
algebra &’ on ~9, let 9 := n,,, g(x), where A denotes the closure of the 
operator A Then, -pP := (2 f 9: A E &‘) is an Op*-algebra on 9 which is 
called the closure of d. J/ is said to be closed on G9 if M’ = &‘, i.e., if 
~=fLd C&?(A). Obviously, & is always closed on 9. An Op*-algebra &’ 
is closed OII g if and only if the space g [ I,] is complete. 
1.2 Sulrpose P and Q are symmetric operators defined on the same 
invariant d:nse domain ~8 in Z. Let d = &(P, Q) denote the Op*-algebra 
generated t ly P, Q and I. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that PQ#- QPQ= -iQ for 4 Ea. Then, 
g = fl;,= 0 g(p) = nE,=, a(m) and the graph topology t, on g 
is generated by the seminorms qn@) := )I Qn#jl, p,(4) := IIP”#lI, n = 0, l,.... 
ProoJ: By the commutation relation of P and Q, we have 
11 QnPk# := (PkQZnPk#, 4) 
min(k,Zn) 
2n(2n - 1) ... (2n + 1 - r)(P’“~‘#, Q*“-‘4) 
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min(k,2n) 
< const. IIP2k-r~ll II Q2”-74 
n, k = 0, 1 ,.... Since xZ(P, Q) is the linear span of elements of the form QnPk, 
we conclude that C, is generated by the seminorms p,,, qn. The first assertion 
concerning 9 follows from the fact that 9 is the completion of GS [ td]. The 
proof of the second equality is similar. 
1.3 Finally, we mention some general notational conventions. We let 
N, = (0, 1,2 ,... }, N = { 1,2 ,.., }. BJI, @I and xnn denote the boundary, the 
closure and the characteristic function of 9X, respectively. L,(m), ‘9JI C_ R r, 
always means the &-space with respect to Lebesgue measure. C’(U, u) is the 
space of all continuously differentiable functions on the open interval (u, u). 
A similar meaning is attached to C”(M), M an open set in R,, C’(u, u], 
C(u, v], etc. The restriction of a function to a smaller set is always denoted 
by the same symbol. We write (., .) and 1) . I] for the scalar product and the 
norm of the Hilbert space R. To avid ambiguities, the scalar product and 
the norms of elements and operators of the Euclidean space G,, n E N, will 
be denoted by (., .) and ] . 1, respectively. 
Specific symbols and notations are defined as they occur in the exposition. 
2. DEFINITION OF THE CLASS .Z 
2.1 DEFINITION 1. Let P be a symmetric operator defined on a dense 
domain @ of a Hilbert space GP’. Let U(t) = eifQ, Q = Q*, t E R,, be a 
(strongly continuous) one-parameter unitary group in P. We shall say that 
(P, Q; g) is of the class X iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Pg~g, Qc~GG~. 
(ii) d(P, Q’) is a closed Op+-algebra on 69, where Q’ :=Q r ~9. 
(iii) U(t) 4 E g and PU(t) d = U(t)(P + t) 4 for all Q E G, t E RI. 
2.2 Remarks. 1. U(t) g c S? for t E R, implies that the symmetric 
operator Q’ r g is essentially self-adjoint on G9 for n E N [ 121. Throughout 
this article, let E(t), t E R r, denote the spectral projections of Q, t the graph 
topology of _pP(P, Q’) on 59, and U(t) the unitary group generated by Q for 
(P, Q; %) E X. Moreover, the restriction of Q to 9J will be always denoted 
by Q’. 
2. Since Qg E g, the vectors d E 9 are Cco-vectors with respect to 
U(t). Hence we can differentiate in (iii). We then obtain 
(iv) PQ# - QP# = -i# for d E g; 
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that is, P and Q satisfy the Heisenberg commutation relation. Therefore, we 
shall call t:re elements (P, Q; $9) of the class Z canonical pairs or simply 
pairs. Mor:over, (iv) implies that Lemma 1.1 is applicable. Thus, (ii) is 
equivalent to ?Z = nz,=, C$(Q”‘P”) = nz,=, c!~(P”Q’“), which will be 
used below 
3. Con(Iition (ii) has been proved to be useful in the study of unbounded 
operator algebras (see, for instance, [ 141). It will be an essential technical 
tool. Never heless, (ii) and the invariance QG~ G B (but not P23 G 53) can be 
added with+)ut loss of generality. Stated precisely, we have 
LEMMA 1. Let P be a symmetric operator on a dense invariant domain 
G,, of a H,lbert space 3 and let U(t) = eitQ, Q = Q*, t E RI, be a unitary 
group in .F. Suppose that U(t) $I E F2,, and PU(t) 4 = U(t)(P + t) $ for 
4 E go, t f R,. Let C9 := n&=, g(FQ’). 
Then, (P r ~23, Q; 23) EX. 
Proof: ‘1bviously, g, := Lin{S,# := l g(t) U(t) 4 dt; g E Y(R ,), 4 E go} 
is dense in 2. In the proof of Proposition 3.1 we show that G, G g(p), 
k E N, and pS,# = S,P# + St,4 for g E ,Lp(R,), $ E Go. Moreover, QS,d = 
iS,,d. These formulas and the inclusion P@, E !9,, which holds by 
assumption, imply Fka, G 9,) Qg, E 99, and FQw - Q& = -iv for 
w  El * Let G8* be the domain of the closure of the Op*-algebra 
.&‘(P r ~?2,, Q r gl). Since (F)” r g, = p r g,, we have gz = 
nz,=, g<l”Q” m by Lemma 1.1. That is, g1 G g. It can be shown that 
g, is a core for FQ”, k, n E N,. Therefore, gz = g, i.e., conditions (i) and 
(ii) are valid for (Fr 9, Q; 9). Clearly, U(t) w E g, and FU(t) I+U = 
U(t)(P+ t) w for w  E gl. Closing up in the graph topology, we obtain (iii) 
on g, thus completing the proof. 
Note that g,, is obviously a core for p, k E N, while it may happen that 
aon @(Q; = (0). 
4. If (E’, Q; g) EjT and the operator P is essentially self-adjoint on g, 
then the unitary groups U(t) = eitQ and V(s) = eisP satisfy the Weyl relation. 
A nice proof is given in [4]. Another way to verify this goes as follows. Part 
(iii) extend ; by continuity on g(F). Now the Weyl relation follows from the 
power series expansion of V(s) by taking analytic vectors 4 E G(P) for P. 
5. Dorlmeister and Dorfmeister [2] investigated a bounded self-adjoint 
operator Q and a symmetric operator P defined on a dense domain and 
satisfying ti), (ii) and (iv). Their class is contained in our class X. This 
follows fron PQ”Q = Q”P# - inQ”-‘0, d E g, n E N, and the power series 
expansion of eitQ#. Note that this series converges for each 4 E 69 because Q 
is bounded 
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On the other hand, our class Z is more general because the Schriidinger 
pair on @ = Y(R,) (and each pair fulfilling the Weyl relation) is in X As 
indicated in the introduction, the results are needed for later applications to 
representations of (1) by essentially self-adjoint operators P and Q on a 
common invariant dense domain g. The latter implies that P and Q must be 
unbounded. 
3. A FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS FOR Q 
Throughout this section, (P, Q; G8) will be of the class X’. 
3.1 PROPOSITION 1. ZffE Y(lR ,), then f(Q) G9 E G9 and 
P!(Q) 4 -f(Q) 4 = -V'(Q) # for 4 E a (1) 
Proof: Suppose fE Y(lR,) and 4 E 9. By Stone’s theorem, we have 
f(Q) $ = (2n)-“2 I g(t) U(t) 4 dt, where g is the inverse Fourier transform of 
f: To prove f(Q) 4 E g, by Lemma 1.1, it suflices to prove that 
f(Q)) E CiV(p’“eT”) for all m, n E N,. Set S,# := lg(t) U(t) q4 dt. By the 
properties of the Fourier transform, it is suffkient to prove that for 
m, n E N, and g E Y(Rr) 
S,d E g(P”Q’“) and P&Y,@ - S,Pd = S,,#. (2) 
First note that S,# is the limit of finite sums C, g(t,) V(t,) #(tr+, - t,) in 
the Hilbert space norm. Using Definition Z.l(iii), we have P”Q”“& g(t,) 
Wr) Nr+ 1 - t,)) = C,?=,, (7 ) (Cl g(tJ t-l’ W) P"-'Q'"#(t,+ , - Q). Since 
g E Y(lR,) and 4 E @(P”-‘Q’m), the right-hand side converges to 
cJzO (7 ) Stl,Pn-jQ’“~. Because P”Q’” is closable on G9, this implies 
S,# E g(P”Q’“‘) and P”Q’“S,# = CyzO (7) SdgP”-‘Qrm$, thus proving (2). 
3.2 As an application of this functional calculus we prove 
COROLLARY 2. The operator Q is absolutely continuous. If 4, v fZ L9, 
then the function (E(t) 4, w> is in Cm@? ,) and 
(E(t) (6, 4’ = @W 04 v> - i(W) 4, Wh 
(E(t) 4,$>’ = 2 Im(EW 4, P4>. 
(3) 
ProoJ Suppose 4, w  E .@ and SE CF(R,). By Proposition l(l), we have 
(f(Q) 4, pw> - U(Q) ph w> = -V'(Q) 6 w). Set cl(t) = (E(t) 6 w>, d0 = 
(E(t) $, Pw) - (E(r) P#, w). The spectral theorem gives us if(t) da(t) = 
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-i If’(t) d,l(t). By partial integration, - jf’(t) a(t) dt = -i jf’(t) dp(t). This 
implies that the distribution T(f) := lf(t)(-idp(t) + u(t) dt) has the 
derivative ::ero; hence there exists a constant C so that T(f) = C Jf(t) dt. 
Therefore, :he measure dp(t) is absolutely continuous and 
= (E(t) 4, Ply) - (E(t) Pq4 ly) - c = o(t) - c, (4) 
where d/d, denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to the 
Lebesgue rleasure. In particular, (E(t) r, q) is continuous for all <, r E 2. 
Therefore, (E(t) 4, w) E C’(IR ,) and we can take the ordinary derivative in 
(4). Repeating this argument, we obtain (E(t) 4, w) E Cm(17 ,). To complete 
the proof, lve have to show that the constant in (4) is zero. Integrating (4) it 
follows 
IW, - tJl< WP{l40(b - t,)l; tE [[I, 411 t1U(tJ -/4,) 
for I,, t, E R , , t, < t2. Since lim,, --oo u(t) = lim,+, p(t) = 0, this leads to 
c= 0. 
4. A STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR THE CLASSY 
ThroughJut this section, let (P, Q; 63) denote a (fixed) canonical pair in 
the Hilbert space 2?+ belonging to the class X. 
4.1 WC begin by introducing some notation. Let d E @ and let go be a 
linear subspace of G9. We have seen in the preceding section that p,(t) := 
(E(t) 0, 4) is in P(W,). Therefore, 
d(Q) := {t E lF!*:p,(t) > 0) and N%) := u 44) 
+Eal 
are open nibsets o the real line. supp f always means the usual support of a 
function f: Let VI be the von Neumann algebra generated by the spectral 
-. 
projections E(t), t E iR r, of Q. When $ E Z’, d;Fnm := 9lUg is the smallest closed 
subspace of A? containing 34. Two vectors 4, w  E 2@ are said to be Q- 
orthogonal iff X6 and Rti are mutually orthogonal in 27. If t E d(g), let 
m(t) be the largest integer m or co for which there exist m mutually Q- 
orthogonal vectors wI ,..., ly, in 23 so that t E d(y/,) for all i = l,..., m. We set 
m(t) = 0 fear t E R r\p(CS). m(t) is called the multiplicity of the point t E R, . 
The main results of this section are summarized in the following 
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THEOREM 1. Suppose (P, Q; ‘23) is a canonical pair of the class X’ in the 
Hilbert space Z. 
I. There exists a sequence {o,, n E IN} of mutually Q-orthogonal 
vectors 4, E g so that: 
(1.1) CT= cz1 &q”, 
(1.2) ~@,+,)~4#,)for all n ~5 N, 
(1.3) m(f) is the largest integer m such that t E A(#,) for all 
t E A@). In particular, A@,) = A(g). 
11. Let a,,@) = @(4 94, AJ’lWx) 8,, hY2 (W h, hW2 if 
x E d(#,) n A($,J and a,,(x) = 0 if x 4 A(#,,) n A@,), where n, k E IN. Then, 
ank E C”O(A(#,) n A(Qk)) and a,,(x) = a,,(x) for all n, k E N, x E IR,. The 
1 isomorphism of map U: (ILfAQ) h) + (f,(x)(P(x) A9 h)‘)“*) is a unitw 
oz” on the Hilbert space CF=p=l @ L,(A(o,)) so that: 
(11.1) UQU-‘k,(x)) = (xg&>h 
(11.2) UpU-‘(g,(x)) = (-k;(x) + Ck”= I ad.4 gk(x 
(&L(x)) (5 ug7 
(11.3) C~(A($J) G Uc2 G C”O(A($,,), IZ E Id), k E N, 
)) for all 
(11.4) CF(A(oJ, n E N) n US3 is a dense linear subspace of U8 in 
the graph topology. 
(11.5) Zf a,,(x) is not continuous at x,E R,, then 
x0 E W,) n Wh>. 
CF(A(#,), n E N) is the space of all sequences (g,,(x)) with 
g, E C,“(A@,)) for all n E N. Similarly, C”(d(#,), n E N), is defined. 
C~(d($,)) is embedded in UG by identifyingfk(x) and (O,..., O,fk, O,...). 
4.2 Before going into the rather long proof, let us add a few remarks. 
1. If we identify 4 and U#, then (11.1) and (11.2) mean that Q is the 
multiplication operator x and P is the sum of the differential operator 
-i(d/dx) and a certain (infinite) matrix A(x) = (a,,(x)) of C”“-functions ‘on 
open subsets of R i . This canonical form has been discovered by Dorfmeister 
and Dorfmeister [2]. In the proof we make use of arguments from their 
paper, but our construction is different and leads to a stronger result. This is 
mainly concerned (but not only) with the most involved parts of Theorem 1, 
that is, (1.3) and (11.4). Here we are dealing with (11.4); a discussion of (1.3) 
is postponed to the second remark. A further study of (P, Q; 9) by means of 
this canonical form mentioned above encounters several difficulties. Firstly, 
the infinite matrix A(x) may be rather “bad” (for example, it may have 
infinite deficiency indices). There seems to be no obvious way to remove 
this difficulty because, on the other hand, every matrix of this kind leads to a 
580/50/l-Z 
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pair in 2” provided P = -i(d/dx) + .4(x) and Q = x are defined on an 
invariant d:nse domain go which contains C,“(d@,)), k E N. Secondly, one 
needs to know the behavior of g,,(x) at the boundary &t($,). Thirdly, the 
functions a,,(x) have in general singularities at the points of ad@,) n &I(#,). 
Part (11.4) helps to overcome these two points. It is used in Sections 5 and 6, 
where pair:; of finite multiplicity are studied. 
2. Let us recall the lexicographic ordering of two sequences 
!UI = (W,, Y E N }, !lJI’ = { YJI;, n E [N } of (possibly empty) sebsets of R1 . IIR 
is said to be lexicographically larger than !VI’ if there is a k E R\i so that 
9JIm,=!JJI~,..,!UI,~,=~~~, and !JJI,+!UI;. Let G denote the set of all 
sequences {A (v/J 1, where {w,} is a sequence of mutually Q-orthogonal 
vectors wI E g satisfying (I. 1). Now (1.3) shows that there is a 
lexicograplically largest sequence (A(#,)} in 6. 
DEFINIT ON 2. This sequence is called the supporting sequence of the 
pair (P, Q; g) E X’. A(b) = A(#,) is called the support of (P, Q; G2). 
In contr.ist to the usual support, the sets A(#,) are open subsets of I?, . The 
supporting sequence is in one-to-one correspondence to the multiplicity 
function rz(t). Indeed, by (1.3), m(t) can be derived from {A(#,)}. 
Conversely, using (1.2) and (1.3), {A(#,)} can be recovered from m(t). In 
particular, the supporting sequence (or equivalently, the multiplicity function 
m(t)) is a unitary invariant of the pair (P, Q; g) which will be stated 
separately as 
COROLL\RY 3. If two pairs (P,, Q,; gl), (Pz, Q,; g2) of the class .Z’ 
are unitari’y equivalent, then their supporting sequences (A(@:)}, (A(#:)} and 
their multi,>licity functions m,(t), m,(t) coincide. 
In the standard theory of ordered spectral representations [3, X.51 and in 
[2], the ve#:tor 4, is maximal with respect to absolute continuity and the sets 
A@,) are L niquely determined up to a set of measure zero. It is clear that the 
sequence I A(#,)} satisfying (I.l)-(1.3) leads to a essentially finer unitary 
invariant cf (P, Q; 9). 
3. m :== sup{m(t); t E R i } is precisely the spectral multiplicity of the 
operator c. It should be noted that for t E A(G), m(t) is not necessarily the 
spectral multiplicity of the point t in the spectrum of Q. 
4.3 W: collect some technical lemmas which are often used in the proof 
of Theorer 1 1. 
LEMMA 4. l@(t) 4, v>’ 1’ < (E(t) $, 4)’ (E(t) w, w)’ f-r 0, v E g, t E RI. 
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This is the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality with respect to the positive 
semidefinite sesquilinear form B,($, w) := (E(t) 4, v/)’ on g X 69. 
LEMMA 5. Two vectors #, w E &” are Q-orthogonal tr (E(t) 4, w)’ = 0 
a.e. with respect to the Lebesgue measure on R , . 
The proof follows immediately 
.fftt) &KW 6 w>’ dt f0r.L g E LAW. 
from <f(Q) 0, g(Q) w> = 
LEMMA 6. (W)f(Q> 4, s(Q) vl>’ =f@) g(t) (E(t) 6 WY for t E RI 9 
4, v E g and bounded functions f, g E C(W ,). 
the functional calculus, 
(EFJ) 4, w)’ dx which gives the assertion. 
W)f(Q> 0, g(Q) w> = J-&f@) s(t) 
LEMMA 7. Let {4,,, n E NJ be a sequence of mutually Q-orthogonal 
vectors 4, E 53 and let {f,, n E NJ be a sequence of Lebesgue measurable 
functions on I?, . Suppose that 0 :=Cn f,(Q) 4, E GS. 
Then, by changing f, on a set of Lebesgue measure zero, f, E C”(A(#,)) 
for all n E N. 
Proof: Let g E C~(lRJ and let n E N. Using Lemma 5 and 
Lemma 6, we get (4, f(Q) 4,) = (g(t) (E(t) q44,)’ dt and (0, E(Q) 4,) = 
(f,(QM,, E(Q)&,) = ~fn(tME(t)h, g(Q)hJ = Sfn(t)g(t)Wt)h, 4J’dt. 
Therefore, we conclude f,(t) (E(t) #,, 4,)’ = (E(t) 4, 4,)’ a.e. on R, . Since 
4, 4, E g, the functions (E(t) 4, 4,) and (E(t) #,,, 4,) are in C”O(R,). Now 
the assertion follows from (E(t) #,, 4,)’ # 0 on A(#,). 
LEMMA 8. Let 4, w E A?. Let F, denote the orthogonal projection on 
pa* 
Then, F, w =f (Q) 4, wheref (t) = (E(t) w, 4)‘/(W) 4,#)‘. 
Proof: Let f be an integrable function with respect to the measure dp(t) = 
(E(t) ~4~0' dt. From II w -f(Q) dll = II wllz + s (If( (E(t) 9, d>' - f(t) 
(E(t) 4, w)’ - f(t) (E(t) w, 4)‘) dt we see that the distance of w  and RO is 
minimal if f(t) = (E(t) w, ()‘/(E(t) $, 4)’ a.e. By Lemma 4, this function is 
p-integrable. Hence, f (Q) $ exists in Z. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 9. Let 0, w E @. Suppose that A(y) is a compact subset of 
A@). Then, F, w E ~2. 
Proof. The function f defined by f(t) = (E(t) y, #)‘/(E(t) 4, #)’ if 
t E A(y) and f(t) = 0 if t&A(y) is in Cr(iR,) by assumption. Thus, the 
assertion follows from Proposition 3.1. 
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4.4 Thl: next lemma is crucial in the proof of the first part of the 
theorem. 
LEMMA 10. Let B0 be a linear subspace of SF and let (5 denote the 
smallest cbsed subspace of 2W containing AIJJ for all A E 3, ye E 62”. 
Suppose E > 0 and < E 4. Then, there exists a vector 4 E 93 ~7 <& such that 
A(#) = A(Gr,) and ]\(I - F,) (11 < E. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that < E 9~ nGf$, A(<) 
is boundec and (E(t) <, <)’ < 1 on iR,. This is possible because the linear 
span of all these vectors is dense in & by the functional calculus. Let (.7”‘} 
be the set #If all connected components of the open set d(r). 
We chol)se a sequence 13,) of bounded open intervals and a sequence 
( I,v,,} of vet tors vn E g nR, such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) d(59J = U, ,W, and d(y/,) = cA for all n E N. 
(ii) For each i there is a n, E N and a function g, E CF(lR ,) so that 
y/n! = vi a* d vni = gi(Q) 4 
(iii) For each t E d(G?,,) there are numbers n, k E n\i such that 
t6sA(~o\~.~Uc~k. 
(iv) The Lebesgue measure of the intersection %7(r) of d(c) with all 
intervals 4;) n # ni, is smaller than s/2. 
It is not difftcult to check that such sequences exist. We only sketch the 
argument .md omit the details. By definition, for given t E d(G?& there is a 
vector w( (I 9,, so that t E d(vt). Replacing wI by f(Q) vt with a suitable 
function f E CF(IR,) if necessary, we may assume that d(~~) is a bounded 
open intetval. For each I#, we choose a function gi E C,“(l,) so that 
gi(t) # 0 iff t E 3”. Setting I/ =gi(Q) {, we have I# E B n& and 
d(w’) = 3’ i. The Jn, v/,, will be taken, respectively, from the sets 
(d(ll/,),,Y’}, {w,, I#). Parts (iii) and (ii) can be fulfilled by taking compact 
subinterva s of the connected components of d(aO) and choosing finite 
subcoverir gs of {d(wJ, ,Yi}. Part (iv) can be fulfilled again by the functional 
calculus vlith C,“-functions. Since the set of vectors f(Q) v, fE C,“(lR,), 
w E go, iz dense in X0, it is clear that d(l) s: d(gJ. Hence c1i c A(BO). 
Our ainr is to construct the vector 4 of the form C,, c,&(Q) v/“. The c, are 
positive constants which will be chosen in such a way that the series 
converges in the locally convex space @[t]. The functions f, E CF(lRi) will 
be deline~l so that A(#) = A(g,,). First we assume for a moment the 
convergence of the series in 93[ t]. We explain the definition off,. Fix an 
interval 3,. If & has no intersection with all other intervals 3,, k # n, then 
it suffices to take f,, E CF(lR,) such that f,(t) # 0 for all t E &. Now let 
cs;,ncrk7.0, c7, = (a, b), 3j = (c, d). Assume without restriction of 
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generality that a < c < b < d. By (iii), there are numbers a, p E R i such that 
a ( a < c < p < d and that the distance between [a, /3] and A(Q,) 13’” U Tk 
is positive. Of course, it is sufficient to discuss the definition off,, and fk on 
[cc, /I]. Suppose first that (E(t) v,, , vVk)’ = 0 on (c, b). Let f, ,fk E Cr(R ,) so 
that f,(t) > 0 on 3n and &(t) > 0 on &. Then, by Lemma 5 and Lemma 6, 
(E(t) #,4>’ = GXV (E(t) vnr w,>’ + c~.UV (E(t) vlky wk>’ > 0 for all 
t E [a, /3]. Now suppose that (E(t) IC/,, vk)’ # 0 for t = t, E (c, b). Then, 
there is a closed interval 3’ = [t,, t2] c (c, b), t, < t, < t,, SO that 
(E(t) w,, vk)’ f 0 on 3. Let e(t) = arg(E(t) Wn, vJ’, t E 3. Clearly, 
t9 E P’(3). We extend B(t) to a P-function on R,. Moreover, we take 
functions f,, rk E Cp(E,) such that f,(t) > 0 on [a? t,), f,(t) = 0 on [t2, /3], 
&k(f) E 0 on [a, tl] andf,(t) > 0 on (tl, jJ]. Letf, = e’ef,. Then, (E(t) 4, #)’ = 
c,f,(t)’ (E(t) V/n, w,>’ + C,.&:,(t)* (E(t) vk, Wk)’ + 2c,ckfn(t) .&@) 
l(E(t) w,,, v/~)’ 1 > 0 for all t E 3’. If t E [a, t,), then (E(t) $,#)’ = c,&(t)* 
(E(t) w,,, w,)’ > 0, and similarly for t E (t2, p]. 
Next we have to ensure the t-convergence of the series. By induction, we 
may choose positive numbers c, so that c, ]]P’Q’f,(Q) w,]] < 2-” for all 
i, j E N,, i < n, j < n. Since the space a[ t] is complete, the convergence of 
the series follows from ]iP’Q’ CkZi c,&(Q) v/,]I < JJkZ”, c, ]]P’Q’s vn]] < 
C,“k 2-” for i ( k, j < k. Therefore, we have 4 := C,, cJ,,(Q) v/, E g and 
(E(t) $7 #)’ = C,,,kfn(t)fk(t) (E(t) ‘4’“~ It/k)’ > 0 on 4%) = un sl, by 
construction. 
The proof will be complete when we show that Il(Z - Fm) <I] < E. Letf(t) = 
CiX9,.\91(I)(t)(fnigi)(t)-1. s ince 
for t f? Ti\WO, f(t) 
(E(t)4 $)’ = c,Jf,,,(f) gi(t)l* @(tKi 8’ > 0 
is well-defined on R i . Moreover, f(Q)@ = Ci x,~,~,~(~) 
and IVYQM - tll = llx,,,,<QM < 42 b ecause of (iv). Taking a function 
g E L,W,) so that IKf-g)(Q) $11 < $2, we get II g(Q)4 - 4 < E. This 
implies /(I - Fm) <]I < e. 
4.5 Now we are able to prove the first part of the theorem. Since the 
underlying Hilbert space was assumed to be separable, there is a sequence of 
vectors {&, , n E N } in Z so that the linear span of a<,, n E N, is dense in 
R. Let {en, n E N } be a positive sequence converging to zero. 
We define the sequence {#,} by induction. From Lemma 10, there is a 
vector 4, E a such that A(#,) = A(G9) and Il(Z - F,J r1 ]] < E,. Assume that 
$i ,..., 4, are mutually Q-orthogonal vectors in GY so that’ 
(i) 8” := g f~ R” is dense in Z” := 3 0 (Cy:: @Z&i). 
(ii) AQi) = A(G9’) for i = l,..., n. 
(iii) IIV - X1= 1 Fail t,,II < E,. 
‘Ifn= 1, set V’=P,,W’=X 
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Here the index rn E N is determined by n = CkO i + r,,, 0 ( rn <j,, + 1, 
j, E b* 
First we show that grit ’ is dense in fl”+ ‘. Let w  E Rn+’ and let E > 0. 
Since Gn ir dense in &“” by induction hypothesis, there is a vector w, E g” 
with 1)~ - \/,[I = E. By definition, d(y/,) cd(gn). Now we change w, to wz 
by applyin& a suitable Cp-function such that 11 w, - ~~11 < E and that d(wz) 
is a bounded subset of d(gn). By Corollary 9, F,,w2 E @. Consequently, 
(I- Fmn) ty; E W+' and II v - v - F, 1 wz II = IIV - F&Y - WJII G 
I/ IJY - ~~11 < 2e, proving the density of gn+’ in R”+ ‘. Now we apply 
Lemma 10 with E = E,+ I, g,,=G”+’ and <= (Z--Cl_, FOi)r?J,f@“il. 
Then &=r=R”+‘. We get avector ~=~,,+,E~n~ -Gi3”+’ 
so th~~W,+,)=-Wntl) and ll(~-F,,+,)~ll=ll(~-C~~~F,i)~r,+,ll CC,. 
This completes the inductive construction of a sequence (4,) satisfying 
(i)-(iii). 
Next we check that (I. l)-(1.3) are valid. Part (1.2) is obvious because 
d(~,+,)=~(~“+‘)cd(~“)=d(0,). For (1.1) it suffices to show that 
&ECz=,(DR$, for kEN. Let n,.=k+Cft[i. By (iii), 
II 4c - EL I F&II < En; When r-, +a~, the assertion follows. 
Finally lve prove (1.3). It sullices to show that t E d(#,,,,) for all 
t E d(0). For m(t) = 1 this follows from A($,) = d(g). Assume the contrary 
for t = t,, i.e., m(t,) = m, but (E(t) #,,, 4,) = 0 for t = t,. Suppose that 
(E(t) #,, $,I ’ # 0 for t = t, and (E(t) #r+ 1, gI+ ,)’ = 0 for t = t,. Clearly, 
r < m. Sine: m(t,,) = m, there are mutually Q-orthogonal vectors v, ,..., 9, in 
%? with (E(t) vi, vi)’ # 0 for t = t,, i = l,..., m. Upon replacing vi by f(Q) vi 
withfE C,“‘(lR,), we may assume that d(ri) is a compact subset of A($,). By 
Corollary 9 Fbjq, =f,i(Q) tij E .@, i = l,..., m, j = l,..., r, where& E Cp(R,). 
Hence, vi = r,ri --A,(Q) 4, - ‘.. -f,,(Q) 4, E gr+’ and (E(t) vi, vk)’ = 0 
for t=t,, i# k, i, k= l,..., m. {vi}, {#j} are, respectively, mutually Q- 
orthogonal vectors. Therefore, if i, k = l,..., m, i # k, 
O = CEC1) Iti3 V/c)’ lt=fo 
This means that 
d 
i = (f;:i(t,,) ,..., fi,(t,)), i = l,..., m, are mutually orthogonal 
vectors in he r- imensional vector space C, relative to the scalar product 
weighted w  th the sequence {aj := (E(t) #j, 4j)’ ll=l,}. Since r < m, one vector, 
say, fly 
must be the zero vector. Then, (E(t)r~i, f~~)‘l,~~~ = 
CJ= 1 l~,j(tc)lZ aj + (E(t) I,v~, w,)’ l1z-10 = 0, contradicting t, E d(r~,). Now the 
proof of thl: first part of Theorem 1 is complete. 
4.6 The: next lemma is an essential step in the proof of the second part of 
Theorem 1. It will be used in proving (11.4) and (11.5). 
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LEMMA 11. Let {tii} be the sequence dej%ed in 4.5. Let n E N,. Let 
y E 23. Suppose y and #i, i = l,..., n, are Q-orthogonal (with the inter- 
pretation that this is true if n = 0). 
(i) The functions p,,,(t) := (E(t) P’ty, P”y)‘, r, s E N,, and all of their 
derivatives vanish on R ,\A($,+ J. In particular, d(P’y) c A($,, + ,) for 
SEN,. 
(ii) For each z-continuous seminorm q and each E > 0 there is a 
function fE C”O(lF?,) such that fy E 9, q(fy) < E and supp(1 -f) is a 
compact subset of A(#,+ 1). In particular, A(( 1 -f) ty) G supp( 1 -f) c 
AM,+ 1)' 
Proof of(i). It follows from Corollary 3.2 that each derivative ,ubti(t) is a 
linear combination of certain terms ,qj(t). Using Lemma 4 we see that it 
suffices to prove A(P’ty) G A(#,+ i) for all n, s E N,. 
Let us reason by induction. If n = 0, s E N,, or s = 0, n E N,, then the 
assertion is obvious because A(@) = A((,) and A(@“+‘) = A(#,+ ,). Assume 
that the assertion is verified for all n, s E N, with n < k - 1, s E N,, or 
n = k, s < r, where k, r E N. Our goal is to prove the assertion in the case 
n = k, s = r. 
Let to E A(P’y). Applying the induction hypothesis to w  and @i ,..., #k-, 
(with the interpretation that there is no Q-orthogonality relation if 
k - 1 = 0), we get to E A(P’y) c A&). Hence there is a positive number 6 
so that (E(t) #i, oi)’ > 0 for all t E Ja := [to - 6, to + 61 and i = l,..., k. Take 
a function f E CF(ra) with f (to) = 1. Since f(Q) P’yl E g and 
A(f (Q) P’v/) E supp f 5 A(#& Corollary 9 yields Fm,f (Q) Pry E a. Thus 
rt :=f (Q)P’w - C:=, F,,f <Q> P’w E g ‘+ ‘ Moreover, combining Lemma 6 . 
and Lemma 8, we obtain Fm,f (Q) Pry/ = gi(Q) #i, where 
giCf) =f (f) (E(t) p’WV di)‘/(E(t) 4iT $i>‘* (1) 
Assume now that to 6$ A(qdk+ 1). S ince A(Pjy) E A(#k+,) for j < r by the 
induction hypothesis, we have ,uj,j(t,) = 0; hence 
(E(t) pjWV p’(i)’ (l=t0 = 0 forj, 1 E N,, j < r, i = l,..., k. (2) 
On the other side, by the Q-orthogonality of w  and #i, (E(t) ty, oi)’ G 0 on 
IR,. Repeated differentiation of this equation according to Corollary 3.2 
shows that (E(t) P’II/, (i)’ is a linear combination of terms (E(t) Pjy, P’$,)‘, 
j < r. Thus, (1) implies (E(t) P’ry, di)’ j1=,0 = 0 and gi(t,) = 0 for i = l,..., k. 
Using (2), f (to) = 1 and the Q-orthogonality of di and #j, i #j, it follows that 
(E(t) Pry/, P’v)‘/~+, = (E(t) q, q)‘],=,, > 0. Since v E @+’ and A&+ ,) = 
A(gk+‘), this is a contradiction. 
Proof of (ii). Without loss of generality we may assume that q(4) = 
9kW = suPo<r,sCk IIQrWll, kE R\J, b ecause these seminorms generate the 
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graph topology t. Since d(P”w) &A(#,+,) by (i), we have A(Q’P”w) c 
A(#,+ J ad II Q’Psw112 = IAce,+,) (E(t) Q’f% Q’PW’ dt < 00 for all 
r, s E N,. IIence there is a finite set, say, 4; = (a,, b,) ,..., S; = (a,, b,), of 
connected components of A(#, + i) such that 
llxR,,m(Q) Q’PW < 43 forallr,sEN,,r,s<k, (3) 
where YJl = uf=, 4. We enumerate the components 4; so that ai < bi < 
ai+, < bi+l, i= l,..., I- 1. Let a=min(b,-a,;~‘= l,..., 1) and/?=max(iail, 
Ib,(; i = l,..., I}. L e w  be a fixed C”-function with 0 < W(X) < 1 on R,, t 
w(x) = 0 for x < 0 and w(x) = 1 for x > 1. Given 6 with 0 < 6 < a/4, we 
define a ft nction fs E Coo(lF?,) by fs(t) = ~((26 + ai - t)/d) if bi_, < t < 
ui + 26 and fs(t) = ~((26 + t - bi+ ,)/6) if ui + 26 < t < bi+ 1, where 
i = l,..., 1. -Iere we set b, = -co, b, = tco. First observe that, because 
of O<f, ; 1, IkmfdQ) Q’P”wll G II .X:-l Ol,c+ai+zs,(Q) + x,b,-m,,(Q)) 
Q’P’w II < r/3 f or sufficiently small 6 > 0 and all r, s E N, with r, s < k. 
Since llOln,\dXQ) Q’P”wll < llxR,\dQ> Q’P”wll < 43 by (3), this implies 
IIfs Q’P”wll < 243 forr,sENO, r,s<k. (4) 
Let Mj,, denote the supremum of he jth derivative of ,uu,(t) = (E(t) PSy/, P”~I) 
over W. As we have just proved, ,u,(t) and all its derivatives vanish on 
b\A(h+ I:, in particular in the points a,, bi. Therefore, by Taylor’s formula, 
lius(t)l G tt -- ui)2n M2n,s and I,uu,(t)l < (t - bi)*” M2,.s for t E R i, n E N, 
i= 1 ,..., 1. tipplying these estimations, we obtain, for n E N, 
IL%‘)(Q) Q’~%412 
i=l 
[ /oi+2b Iw’“‘((26 + a, - t)/s)l’ 
Ja,+6 
.bi-S 
--l+,,’ 
w(“) 2 + t - bi)/6)12 K2”t2’(E(t) P’y, P”ty)’ dt 
(( ’ 1 
Therefore. 
lim Ilfr’(Q) Q’P”IJI\I = 0. 
6++0 (9 
Since 1 -J; E Cr(R r), we conclude from Proposition 3.1 that fs v E g and 
Q’Psf,(Q) II/ =f,(Q) Q’PSy + Cj= i ( ;)(--i)jff’(Q) Q’P’-‘y. It follows from 
(4) and (:‘) that qk(f8 y) = supoa;r,s<k II Q’Psf,(Q) 1~11 < E for small 6 > 0. 
From the Ilefinition offs it is clear that supp( 1 -f,) is a compact subset of 
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4h+ 1). A((1 -.a WI s suPP(1 TfS) is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 6. Now the proof of Lemma 11 is complete. 
Remark. In fact, Lemma 11 is valid for each sequence {$,} of mutually 
Q-orthogonal vectors 4, E g satisfying (1.2) and (1.3). 
4.7 Now we complete the proof of the second part of the theorem. For 
simplicity we rename d(Q,,) by d,. 
We begin with (11.3). Cr(d,) G U4n, k E N, is clear becausef(Q) dk E G? 
for f~ Cp(R,). Ug c C”O(d,, II E kl) is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 7. 
Part (11.1) is obvious. Clearly, U is a unitary isomorphism. 
Next we prove (11.2). Suppose that Q = C,&(Q) 4, E g for certain 
Lebesgue measurable functions f, on A,,. According to Lemma 7, we may 
change the functions f, on a set of Lebesgue measure zero so that 
f, E C”O(A,) for all n E n\l. Let p,(x) = (E(x) d,, 4,)’ and g,,(x) = 
f,(x) ~Jx)“*. By Lemma 8, 
F,,P$ = c,(Q) 4,) where c,(x) = @(x) P#. #“)‘/P,(X)~ 
F&k = L(Q) ho where L(x) = (JW % 9 WhW. 
Corollary 3.2 gives 
(E(x) $9 4”)’ =fXx> P,(X) = Wx) Ph 4,) - Gw) 99 Ph> 
which yields by differentiation on A,, (recall that f,, , pn E Cm (A,,)) 
W) p94 4,)’ = e(x) $9 en> - if,‘(x) r%(x) - if,(x) PXX>* 
From (7) we see that 
Moreover, 
(E(x) $3 P#,> = ~.a4 hot(x) Elk(X). 
&%I@) =f;(x>111”(v2 + g”w&w,(x)-’ l/2- 
Using (7) and substituting (lo), (9) into (8), we conclude that 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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= ( -igA(x) + g,(x)@,,(x) - 04(x) kL9- ’ l/2) 
=: -ig;(x) + f 
k-l 
We have to show that the functions unk defined by the last equation have the 
properties stated in the theorem. First note that b,, , hence a,,k, is defined 
only on A, and is zero on Ak\Pn n A, because of A(P#,) G A,, according to 
Lemma 11. Thus, we may set a,,(x) = 0 on IF! ,\A,, n A,. Next observe that 
-i(E(x) 4,) #k)’ =O= @(x) ph9 h)- (E(x) #, , Ph) imp1ies %k(X) = uk,dx) 
for n # k altd u,,(x) = b,,(x)(u,(x)/,u,(x))“* which is the desired form. For 
the diaganal elements we have %,,tx) = Wx) $,, P~,Y/&) - 
i,uA(x)/2,un(a ) = 2 Re(E(x) P#,, #,)‘/,u,(x) again by Corollary 3.2. 
unk E C”O(A, n Ak) is already known by the preceding section. Therefore, 
(11.2) and t.re assertions concerning the function unk are proved. 
Now we pass to the proof of (11.4). Let {qk, k E R\l} be a monotone 
sequence 01’ seminorms generating the graph topology l. Let v E g. We 
have to show that for any t-continuous seminorm q and for any e > 0 there 
exists a v :ctor $ E G$ so that q(t,v - 4) < E and Ur$ E CF(A,, n E IN). 
Without loss of generality we may assume that q = q,. 
We construct a sequence {w,, n E N,,} by induction. Let ~j/~ = I+Y. We apply 
Lemma 1 l( i), with n = 0, q = ql. We obtain a C-function f, such that 
f, w0 E g, (dJ, vO) < c/2 and supp( 1 -f,) is a compact subset of A,. Since 
A(( 1 -f,) vO) G supp( 1 -f,) G A,, Corollary 9 implies F@,( 1 -f,) w0 E g. 
Consequently, VI1 := (1 -f*) vo - F,,U -.fJ wo E g. Proceeding by 
induction, v/e get sequences ( vn, n E No}, {f,, n E N } so that for n E N: 
(9 ~~,=(l-f,>v/,-,-F,,(l-f,)~//~-,, 
(ii) IV,_, Eg andf,W,-,Eg, 
(iii) ~,(f,w,-~> < Q”, 
(iv) I -f,, E CF(iT?,) and supp(1 -f,) G A,,. 
First obs :rve that the series X2= if, vn-, converges in g [ t ] and defines a 
vector <E p with ql(<) < E. Take a fixed seminorm qk. By (ii), (iii) and 
qi+, >qi, v’e have for r>, k 
By the colnpleteness of @]t], the convergence of the series follows and 
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~~~~2l~~f,~I-l E g. Further, q1(<)< CiqldfYi-l)< Crq,V;Wi-1) < E by 
111 . 
Now we check that U(w - r) E CF(d,, n E N). Applying (i), we have 
F*k~n=O for n>k and F,k~n=(l-fn)...(l-f,)FIk~O=(l-fn)... 
(1 -f, Fok v/ for n < k, k, n E N. Therefore, 
F&Y - 0 = Fe,, - i: AF,k pi- 1 
i=l 
= Fmk (1 -f, - ii2h(l --.&I> .*a (1 -f,) Y) 
= F,Jl -fk> -*a (1 -fJ w  
= (1 -A> -.a (1 -f,>Q, kE iN. 
Here we interpret Cf= 2 .a. = 0. 
(1 -a -** (1 -fJ is a CF-function whose support is contained in 
supp(1 -fJ, hence by (iv), in A,. We have FBky = /z&j) & where hk(x) = 
(1 -&(x)) .. . (1 -f,(x)) (E(x) v, 4$/@(x) @k, #k)’ is a C,“-function with 
supp h, c A,. From this we conclude that U maps FF,Ly on a function from 
C,“(A,). Together with w- <E G3 this means that U(w - <) E 
Cp(An, n E R\l) n Ug. Setting d = w  - <, this completes the proof of (11.4). 
Finally, we prove (11.5). Though (11.2) could be applied, we prefer to use 
the technique established above. Since ank - akn, we may assume that k < n, 
hence A,, G A,. Obviously, the function ank is C* on A, n A,, = A,, and on 
Int lR,\A,n A,. Therefore, we may restrict ourselves to a point x E aA,, 
x 6Z aA,. Obviously, this implies k < II, x E A,, x 6Z A,. Let I = m(x). We 
choose a p =p(x) > 0 such that [x -p, x + p] E A, and a function 
fE CF(A,) with f 3 1 on cPx := [x -p, x + p]. Clearly, A(Pjj,) z 
A(jP$k - if’@& G suppf~ Ai for i = l,..., r. Applying Corollary 9, we obtain 
Fe,Pfqdk E g and hence qkr := Pf& - Cf=, F,!Pfj, E Wt ‘. Since <P, E A,, 
C:=inf((E(t)ti,,d,)‘; tr~.X,} >O. For tE&, 
< f C-’ If(t ICE(t) P#/c, $ji>’ 12/(E(t) #j, #j>’ 
j=r+ 1 
= c- ‘(E@) qkr, qkr)” (11) 
Since a,k E 0 on R,\p,, n A,, a,,(x) = 0. To prove the continuity at x, it 
suffices to show that a&xl)+ 0 for each sequence xl+ x, x1 E A,, for all 
ZEN. Because x&A,.+, and vkrEGYt’, (E(x,)~~~,~~~)‘-+O for l-,+03. 
Hence, ank(x,) + 0, and so completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
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Remark. Using (1 l), we can prove the following assertion which is 
needed in !#ection 5. 
For each x E A,, there exist a p = p(x) > 0 and constants L,,i,,i = Lk,i,j(~), 
k, i, j E N, such that XX = [x - p, x + p] c AmCX) and la,(t)~ < L,.iq,j 1 t - u Ik 
for all t E .P,, u E .Px\dmcxj+ 1, k E N, i = l,..., m(x), j > m(x). 
Proof. Since vii E Gmcx)+ I, we conclude from Lemma 1 l(i), that the 
C”-function (E(t) vii, vii)’ and all derivatives are vanishing on &\A,(,, + ]. 
Employing the Taylor formula, we have 
(j’(t) Vijl Vi,!)’ < It - u Ik (SUP{ (E(t) Vij, Vij)‘k’/k!; t E &}) 
for f E S,, u E cPx\Am(xj+ 1, k E n\i. Now the assertion follows from (11). 
:L PAIRS OF THE CLASS X. WITH FINITE MULTIPLICITY 
Throughout this section, let (P, Q; @) be a fixed canonical pair in the 
class X, where the operator Q has a finite spectral multiplicity m. Let 
(A, = A(#,), n E kl } be the supporting sequence of (P, Q; G9). Then A, 2 a.. 
2 A,#0 and A,=0, k>m + 1. We always identify (P, Q;g) with its 
canonical form described in Theorem 4.1, i.e., P = -i(d/dx) + (a,(x)), Q = x 
and R= z:y=, @ L,(Ai). The main aim of this section is to prove Theorem 
5.3 below. 
5.1 Wt: begin by introducing some definitions and notations. By 
J:[iJ;], 1 = l,..., m, we denote the set of all left [right] endpoints of the 
connected components of the open subsets Ai of RI . Let Ji = 3’ U 3;, 
3=U~z”=1,3i. Suppose uE.3: for some i=l,..., m. Since A,?A,,+, for 
n E R\l, there is a r+(u) E N such that u E 3f iff jE (m(u) + l,..., 
m(u) + r+I u)}. Let (u, U/(U)), j = m(u) + l,..., m(u) + r+(u), be the 
corresponc ing connected components of Aj. Similarly, r-(u) and vi(u) are 
defined for u E J ;. 
Let (u, /I) be an interval which is a connected component of a certain set 
A,, i= l,.. , m. We call (u, v) a branching interval if m(u) > 1 and m(v) > 1. 
To each b-anching interval (u, v) we associate one of the points u or v as a 
left resp. right branching point such that the following is fulfilled: The 
multiplicit I of the branching point is not greater than the multiplicity of the 
other endpoint of (u, v). Here we set m(-a) = m(+co) = 0. Let !I?’ and 23- 
denote, respectively, the set of all left and right branching points. Let 
93=d+LB-. 
Suppose u E ‘$3 +. Let d+(u) be the number of different intervals (u, u,?(u)), 
j = m(u) $ l,..., m(u) + r+(u), and let 0, = o,(,,+r(u). We set IJ: = u and 
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d+(u)=0 if uE R,\!B+. d-(u) and U; are defined in a similar way. Let 
d(u)= max(d+(u), d-(u)). 
We assume in this section that the following “regularity” condition is 
fulfilled: 
(*> rf lim,,, u,=x for u,E!B, HE IN, and xEA,, then d(u,)= 1 
and m(u,) = m(x) for sufJiciently large n E N. 
Note that this condition depends on the structure of the supporting sequence 
(A,} as well on the choice of the set 13. 
Now we shall describe the boundary conditions which occur at the 
branching points. By a k-dimensional partial isometry (V, 8) of the 
Euclidean space Cj in the Euclidean space C,, j >, k, I> k, we mean a linear 
operator V: Gj+ 6, which is unitary on the k-dimensional subspace 8 of C,i 
and zero on the orthogonal complement of B in Cj. 
DEFINITION 1. T-= {(V,,~,),~E~l is called a locally smooth family 
of boundary operators (with respect to the sequence {A, ,..., A,,,} and the set 
‘23) if the following is satisfied: 
(i) (vuT g”‘,) .
IS a m(u)-dimensional partial isometry of UX:m(u)+r_(u) in 
c m(u)+r+(u) for all u E 23. 
(ii) For each x E A, there exist a E = E(X) > 0 and constants 
M, = MQ(x), k E N, such that 
for all u E 8 with U, v: and u; in (x - E, x + E). Here Z(U) := max(ju - v: (, 
lu - u; I) for u E 8 and Fj(x, ,..., xs) := (xl ,..., xj, 0 ,..., 0) for j < s, j, s E IN. 
F; and F: denote, respectively, the orthogonal projections of Cm(u)+,.m,u) 
and Cm(u) + I+(U) on cY,, and V,Z,,. We say that a vector f = (f, ,..., f,) of 
functions & defined on Ai fulfills the T-boundary condition if the limits 
fj(u*), u E 8, j = l,..., m(u) + r*(u), and fi(xk), x E J,?, I= l,..., m, exist 
and satisfy 
f(u-) = F,f(u-), f(z4+> = F:f(u+)> vupw = f(u+) (2) 
for all u E B and 
fi(x*) = 0 for all x E J:\9 and i = l,..., m. (3) 
Here /(u*) := (fi(Uf)r...,fm(u)+r,(u,(U~), o~-*~ O). 
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Let us add a few remarks. For simplicity in notation, we always identify 
(for example, in (2)) vectors (z ,,..., zj) E Cj and vectors (zl ,..., Zjr 
O,..., 0) E Cc [, I >j. Condition (ii) is obviously satisfied if x E A, is not a 
limit point of 23. The reason for this condition is to ensure that (under the 
assumptior (*)!) the domain 9(A, ,,.., A,; 7) defined below is dense and 
{A,} is the supporting sequence for the corresponding canonical pair (see the 
example in Section 6). If there are no branching points, that is, 23 = 0, then 
the Y-boundary condition simply means that the boundary value ofA at Ji 
is zero. 
Roughly speaking, we want to transform P, Q into p= -i(d/dx), 0 = x, 
where the vectors of the domain g(P”) fulfill a certain T-boundary 
condition. :Iince the functionsfi’have jump discountinuities at the points of $3 
in general and b can be a perfect set (for example, if A, = (0, 1) and A, is 
the complement of the Cantor set), we have to be carefully in defining 
“-i(d/dx)j j” and P” 
J 
. To do this, we need some more preparations. 
Suppose that = {(V,,~J,uE~l is a locally smooth family of 
boundary operators. We define numbers 6,(x) > 0 and operators W,(x, t) 
for each point x E A,. If x is not a limit point of 23 n (x, +a), we choose 
J+(x)>0 such that 23(7(x,x+8+)=0 and let IV+(x,t)=I for 
t E (x,x + 4,). Now assume that x E A, is a limit point of 8 f7 (x, +co). 
From Defiliition l(ii), and assumption (*), we can find a 6+(x) > 0 such that 
0 < d+(x) .: E(X), 6, < 1, x + 6, 66 8, (x,x + S,] c Amt,,, d+M, < l/12, 
k :=m(x)==m(u), d(u) = 1 and ui, v;EBn(x,x+6+) for all 24Ebn 
(x, x + 6,). In particular, we have for u E 23 n (x, x + d, ) 
/F,-F,)~E(u)M,~6+M,~1/12. (4) 
Equation (4) implies that Z’,, 3 x- + n := F,x - E C, is a one-to-one map of 
8,, onto C, . Again we identify C, and the range of F,. Indeed, if there is a 
vector n,,Ei C, with 0 = (n,,, Fkx-) = (no, x-) for X- E Z’,,, then F;q,=O 
and [(F; - Fk) I),,[ = 1 I),,[ < l/12 1 n,, 1 by (4). Therefore, no = 0, proving that 
the map is onto. Similarly, (4) implies that the map is one-to-one. Let T; 
denote the inverse of this map, that is, T;B = T;F,x - = x -. Similarly, 
Vu~u3~+tq=FFk~+ E C, is a one-to-one map from V,gu on C,. Let T: 
be its inverse. Clearly, if x * = T,it), n E C,, x- E gU, x+ E V,g,,;, then 
IO’-: --F,)gI = lx’ -t,l=I(F,‘-FJT:vI (5) 
and 
I01l~2lsl- (6) 
For t E lx, x + a,), we define operators in C, by 
W+(x,l)= n FkVuT,, W+(x, t)-’ = fi I;;, V;‘T:, (7) 
ueB+W us%‘+(r) 
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where B+(t) := (x, x + t) n !23 and the infinite products are meant as follows. 
For a finite subset G = {u 
S,=F,V~T,-,-. 
i,...,~j} of B+(t) with U, <u, < *** < uj let 
FkV,,,T,i and zG=FkV;,‘T+ em. F,V,;‘TJ,. NOW the 
products n and n are defined as the norm limit:of the nets {s’,} and ($a}, 
respectively, directed by inclusion. Since $a,!?,= Z on 6, for each finite 
subset G c 23 +(t), the second product in (7) is the inverse operator of the 
first one, thus justifying the notation (provided both converge). For 
tE(x,x+6+),letP(t)=u: iftE(u,v:),uE(x,x+6+)n7,andP(t)=t, 
otherwise. Let n E C,. Then, using (5), (6) and Definition 2(ii), 
u&t, ’ F~V,,T,-o-~l + 
for each j E N. Putting j= 1, (8) implies that the first product in (7) 
converges. Moreover, it follows from (8) that for all j E N 
I W+(X9 t> t) - 1)lG I@(t)-XI’ 3MjexP(lP(t) --Xlj 3Mj) It)1 
<IPw-xlj~jIDI (9’) 
with certain constants K, not depending on t. The same arguments apply to 
W,(X? o-’ = lT=LPB+(L) Fk V;‘Tz. A similar consideration will be done in a 
left neighborhood of x to define 6-(x) and W-(x, t), W-(x, t) - ‘. Inequality 
(9’) remains valid for W-(x, t) and W-(x, t))‘, t E (x-&x). Put 
~X=(x-6-,x+6+),~(x)=xifx&B andTX=(x-&,x)U(x,x+6+) 
if x E 8. Moreover, set W(x, t) = W+(x, t) if t E (x, x + 6+), W(x, t) = 
W-(x,t) if tE (x--J-,x) and W(x,x)=Zifx@B. Then, (9’) yields 
1 W(X, t)” Fk - Fkl< I/?(t) -Xii 3Mj eXp(3Mj I!(t) -xl’) 
Q ID(t) -Xl”Kj (9) 
for all TV&, HEN, XE~,, a=fl. Taking j=l and using 
[P(t) -xl 3M, ,< 36+&Z, < l/4, we obtain 
I wx, 6” I < 2. (10) 
DEFINITION 2. Suppose Y = {(Vu, c%~), u E S } is a locally smooth 
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family of Joundary operators. Let C’(d i ,..., A,; 7”) denote the set of all 
vectors f =: (f,,...,f,) o f f unctions A defined on Ai, i = l,..., m, such that: 
(i) ,( fulfills the Y-boundary condition. 
(ii) ‘The components of W(x, t))‘F,,,,J(t) are in C’(&) for each 
xEA,. 
Let pf E --i(d/dt) f’(t), f E C’(A , ,..., A,,,; P ‘), be acting in each component 
on Ai whereby we define 
for all tE.7, andxEA,. Let ~(~):={JEC’(A~,...,A,;I‘):JEW’~~~ 
p/ EZ} and 9T(AJ,..., A,,,; 7’) := nF,=,, GJ(Q”(&), where Q =x and 
P = -i(d/Lix) on g(P) acting in the sense explained above. 
Remarks. 1. Of course, the operators W(x, t) are only needed to treat 
limit points of d. Suppose [ E C’(A, ,..., A,,,; 7‘). If x E A, is not a limit 
point of II n (x, +co), then fi E C’(x,x + S,), i = l,..., m(x), by (ii). For 
x @ 8, (ii) simply means that f, E C’(x - 6-,x + 6,) i = I,..., m(x). Using 
(9), it is easy to check (see 5.6) that F,,,,/‘(t) is continuous in each point 
t E &\B. But ci?(X,fW is not differentiable in t E &\%3 in general. 
Therefore, we shall use the “derivative” in the sense of (11). 
2. In order to be able to write I(X) = (f,(x),...&(x)) for each x E A,, 
we shall ; dopt the convention that fi E 0 on IR,\Ai (recall that fi is only 
defined or Ai). Nevertheless, (d/&)/(t) -P’(t) and J(‘)(I), 1 E R\i, will be 
always un’lerstood in the sense of Definition 2. That is, if t E 3” for x E A,, 
then 
,E’(l) := (F,(x,f)‘(f> + (O,..., O,f~c,,(t>,...,f~c,,(t), OY.., 01, 
where F, cx,f>‘<O is given by (11). It may happen (but only if t E ‘%) that 
the ordinary derivative lim,,,(fi(t + h) -fi(t))/h does not vanish for 
m(t) < i < m. 
3. F= -i(d/dx) is a symmetric operator on 8(p). We only indicate the 
proof because it is routine. Let , 9 E a(p) and let x E A,. By (ii), 
n := W(x, t)- 1 FdX,f and 1 := W x, t)- I F,,,,g are in C’ on 3,. By the t 
definition of P, we have (~~mcx,f(G F,,,,p(t)) = -i(W(x, t) A’@), 
W(x, t) k(,J for t E 3”. Applying partial integration first to the finite 
products ,;,, taking the limit fG+ W(x, t) and using that V, is a partial 
isometry, t follows @f, 8) = (1, Pg). 
4. To simplify the notation, the restriction of P’ to B(A, ,..., A,,,; ?? ‘) will 
be again c enoted by p in what follows. 
5. Clearly, 9 (A, ,..., A,; 7 ‘) = n&, L9(($k Q”). Therefore, 
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&(A, ,..., A,,,; 7‘) G g(Al,..., A,; F”) and QG9(Al ,..., A,,, ; T ‘) E 
W, ,..., A,,,; 7). It is not difficult to check that the Op*-algebra &(p, Q’), 
where Q’ := Q r g(A, ,..., A,,,; T), is closed on g(A, ,..., A,,,; T). 
5.2 The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 3. Let {A,, n E N } be a sequence of open sets A, G R, with 
A,zA,+, for all nEN and A,#0, A,+,=0. Suppose condition (*) is 
jiiljNed. 
(I) Suppose (P, Q; B) E X has the supporting sequence {A,, n E N }. 
Then, for each u E 23 there exist a m(u)-dimensional partial isometry 
VU~&J of GW+r-(“) in &&!~+r+~“~ such that ~={(V,,~J,uE%} is a 
locally smooth family of boundary operators. (P, Q; a) is unitarily equivalent 
to the pair P’= -i(d/dx), Q = x on the domain @ = GS(A, ,..., A,,,; 9”“) in the 
Hilbert space R = CT!, @ L,(A,). 
(II) Conversely, if 7” = {(V,, , ZJ, u E B } is a locally smooth family of 
boundary operators, then (F= -i(d/dx), Q = x; G = g(A, ,..., A,,,; 7”)) is a 
canonical pair of the class X in SF= CT!, @ L,(Ai), which has the 
supporting sequence {A,, n E N }. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in 5.3-5.6. 
5.3 The next lemma is of some interest in its own right. 
LEMMA 4. Let (P,, Q,; 23,) be another pair of the class X in the Hilbert 
space 4 having the same supporting sequence {A,,, n E N) as (P, Q; B). 
Suppose that & 2 2, 23,~ 2?, P, 1 P, Q, I> Q. 
Then, ~9 = @I and (P, Q; g) = (P, , Q,; @,). 
Proof: We identify the pairs with their canonical form described in 
Theorem 4.1. Let 4 E gl. Applying (11.4) to (PI, Q,; .GJi) EX, there is a 
sequence ~“=(~:,...,i~)~C~(d,,n~N)n~, such that #=t,- 
lim 4, . t, and 1 denote, respectively, the graph topologies associated with 
2(P,, Q;) on g, and J(P, Q’) on GS. Using (11.3) for (P, Q; G2), we get 
4,: E CF(Aj) E G for j = l,..., m. Therefore, 4” = C,T! 1 #J E @. Moreover, 
P, 3 P, Q; 2 Q’ yield t, r g = t. Hence we conclude that 14”) is a Cauchy 
sequence relative to the graph topology t. By the completeness of g[ t ] it 
follows 4 E G9, completing the proof. 
LEMMA 5. Let n ,,..., n, E g, s E N, and let Cli,j(t) = (E(t) vi, rlj)‘. 
Suppose for a number x E R, the matrix (u,,~(x), 1 < i, j < s) has the rank r. 
Then, m(x) > r. 
Proof The proof repeats some arguments used in 4.5. Without loss of 
580/50/l-3 
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generality ‘ve may assume that ~(,~(x) = 6, for i,j= l,..., r (by making a 
linear transFormation of q i ,..., 1,). Assume that m(x) = k < r. Let $ ,,,.., #k be 
mutually Q-orthogonal vectors in G9 such that x E d(dj) and 
(E(t) /i, ~j?i: ’ JfzX = 6ij, i, j= l,..., k. Replacing vi by g(Q) vi with 
g E CF(IR r 1, we may assume that d(ai) is a compact subset of d(dj) for all 
i= 1 ,..., r, J = 1 ,..., k. Hence F,ri =hj(Q) #j E G. Let vi := vi -f;:, #r - . . . 
- fikdk. Sir ce v/j E g, m(x) = k and vi is Q-orthogonal on (6, ,..., dk, we have 
X 6Z A(Wi)* Thus ,Ui,j(X) = Sij=Jl(X)fj,(X) + **a +&k(X)&k(X) for all 
i, j = l,..., r contradiction that k < r. 
Remark. Of course, Lemma 5 is valid without the assumption that Q has 
a finite spe :tral multiplicity. 
5.4 We first prove part (II) of the theorem. Let Y = ((V,, g,,), u E %} 
be a locall,! smooth family _of bounda_ry operators and let P”= -i(d/dx) (in 
the sense cf Definition 2), Q = x on g = ??J(d i ,..., A,,,; T). The only things 
to prove ;re that @ is dense in X and {A,,, n E NJ is the supporting 
sequence of (p, Q; &). Without the assumption that F is locally smooth 
both assert ons are no longer true (see Section 6). 
Let G(r) := max{ j: x E Aj}. Obviously, by the definition of a, 
m(x) < fi(::) for all x E R,. We have to show that the multiplicity function 
m(x) of (P, Q; G) equals G(x) on IR i . Take a fixed x E A, and rename G(x) 
by k. Clearly, (E(x)/, 8) = lim,,,,,( (t), f(t)) for f, BE G, where (a, .) is 
the usual :,calar product in G,. By e emma 5, it suffices to prove that for 
each vector, 3 = (zr ,..., zk) E 6, there is a f E & such that 1(x+) = (z, ,..., zk, 
O,..., 0). If .c is not a limit point of 8, this immediately follows by taking CF- 
functions supported in a small neighborhood of x and fulfilling the boundary 
condition it x if there is any. Assume now that x is a limit point of 8. 
Without hss of generality suppose x E b f7 (x, +co). Let w(t) be a fixed 
C”-functicn on I?, with w(t) = 0 if t < l/3 and o(t) = 1 if t > 2/3. Let 
/It, = (fi(O,...,.&(f)) := wx, t) 3 f or t E (x,x + 6,). Let u be a branching 
point in 1x,x+6+). We only treat the case uEB+nd-. Let x;= 
T;f(u--). By the definition of T;, x; is of the form x; = (f,(u--),...,fJu-), 
- 
Xkf I ).*a9 x/c t C(U) ). Define fj(r) = xjo((u; - t)/(v; - u)) for j = k + l,..., 
k+ r_(u), t E (v;, u), Replacing x; by r: := V,x;, the functions 
&, j = k -t l,..., k + r+(u), are defined similarly on (u, u,‘). Then we have 
fj(uk) = x,~, j = k + l,..., k + r,(U). The definition of f implies ,,?(u+) = 
Fm,eV~e~~~#~--$. S ye x y = T;f(u-) E 8u and x: = rY x;, this shows that 
,,..., k+r,(uJ) satisfy the boundary condition at the branchmg 
point 24. 
Using the functions fj defined above, we construct a vector 
p = (fl ,...:f*) E @. We choose CF-functions gj, j= l,..., k, with 
gj(x + 8,) =&(x + 6, +), gj”(x + 6,) = 0 for 1 E N such that supp gj does 
not contain a branching point. Set J;(t) = gj(t) for t > x + 6, , j = l,..., k. 
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Next we define f for t ( x. First let x be a limit point of 2) n (--a, x). By 
assumption (*), this implies x 6$8. We let r(t) = W-(x, t)3 on (x - s-, x) 
and proceed in a similar way as above. Suppose now that x is not a limit 
point $3 n (-co, x). If x G$ 23 -, we take C,“-functions gj, j = I,..., k, with 
gj(x) = zj, g,‘)(x) = 0 for I E N which are supported in a sufficiently small 
neighborhood of x. Define A(t) := gj(t) for t < x. If x E B - and x = V,n, 
n E 8’$“,, then we replace 3 by n and proceed similarly. The functionsf, not yet 
defined are set equal to zero. 
p?“+) = 3 follows at once from (9). Since 7 is locally smooth,fj(x+) = 0 
for j = k + l,..., m. Therefore, 1(x+) = (zl ,..., zkr 0 ,..., 0). 
We show that the vector / just defined is in @. Since all functions A have 
compact support, it suffices to prove that f’ E g((F)‘) for I E M. We begin 
by verifying the Y-boundary condition. First we check that f fulfills the 7 ‘- 
boundary condition. For branching points u E J’X this has been noted above. 
Suppose now x E 23. In this case, (x+) = (z, )...) z 
(y, “-“Yk+r_(u)) O,..., 0), 3 = V,n and t) 
k, o,..., O), f(x-> = 
condition at x. Next we consider f ’ 
8”. Hence f’ satisfies the boundary 
(‘) 1 E n\i. Since 3 is constant, we have 
f “j(t) E 0 on (x, x + 6+), according to the definition given by (11). If 
x E 23 n (--a~, x), the same is true on (x - & ,x). Therefore, all derivatives 
fj’) (for j = l,..., k in the sense of (1 I)), j = l,..., m, I E N, are vanishing in 
each branching point. Thus f (I) fulfills the Y-boundary condition. 
It remains to prove that 
Zlf(n-)I G 4 I3 I 
and f (‘) E ,F for 1 E N. Since Ix; 1 < 
uE233,9; by (6) and (10). f ES. 
Let I E N. Without loss of generality we may restrict ourselves to the interval 
(x, tco). Since p’)(I) = 0 on (x, x + S,), it suffices to estimate f,j”, 
j = k + I,..., m, on (x, x + S,). Using the fact that P. is locally smooth, we 
obtain for uEBn(x,x+6+),j=k+ l,..., k+rk(u), 
Ilf.?llt* < I$ I Iu - 6 l-1+1’2 Il~(%2(ci,I~ 
~~(F~-~k)x~IIu-v~~-‘+“2/~u(~)II 
~(I-vv,fI”2M,4131Jlw”‘II. 
Here L, stands for L,(v;, u) and L,(u, Y:), respectively. Hence 
c llfj’) IIE, 
j=k+l u~Wl(x,%+~+) 
< (m - k)M: 16 131’ IIo(‘)I12 2 lu-u:I 
UEtm(X.Xi S,) 
< const. 6, < 03. 
C_onseq_uently, f 
(P, Q; W. 
(I) E A?. Thus f E $8 and {A,} is the supporting sequence of 
Finally, we prove that @ is dense in 27 It suffices to approximate vectors 
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R = (h, )...) h,) EZ with hj- 0 on dj\(X - J-(X), x + S+(X)) for a fixed 
x E A, bet utse each compact subset of A, can be covered by a finite number 
of intervah of the form (x - & , x + 6+), x E A,. Set k = m(x). Next observe 
that the vectors of the form (I- Fk) f = (0 ,..., O,fk+ r ,..., f,) E @ are dense 
in xk+l *_- .-- cEk+ r 0 L,(Aj n (x - 6 -, x + 6,)). To see this, take finitely 
many components 4,, of Aj n (x - &, x + S,), j = k + l,..., m, such that 
the Lebesg le measure of Aj\U, A,, is sufficiently small and choose functions 
fj E Cp(9; ,[). Since the functions fj are vanishing in the neighbourhood of 
each bran< hing point, (0 ,..., O,fk+ r ,..., f,) E @. Obviously, the set of these 
vectors is tlense in $P+l. 
To corn ,lete the proof, let E > 0. Denote by .4;, I= l,..., n, the connected 
componenl s of A,, , with c4; c (x - &, x + 8,) and length greater than E. 
Let (xj, xj) be an int_erval contained in (x - & , x + S+)\lJi c4; such that 
Ixj-xj)l <E. F; 
i 
j(t) = W(xj, t) jj, t G (xj, xi), jj E C,, we have 
f(l) - jj I G (2~) K, SjI. by (9). F rom this inequality it follows that 
r ,..., h_,) :an be approximated as well as we want by a finite sum of vectors 
~~,,~;,/j(t) and vectors %& = (g,, ,..., g,,), g,i E C,“((4;), i = I,..., k, I = l,..., n, 
in the Hilbert space C:,,@L,(x--6-,x+6+). g, := (&I 9*-‘7 g/k, 
O,..., 0) E L? because there is no boundary condition on ,q. Let 
vector in 63 constructed by the procedure explained above from 
/I 
( r’ 
ri stdh’:h: 
j - x,Xj+.i,(Tr ,...,A, O,..., O)il is sufficiently small: Approximating 
-F&R - C,f, - x,9,) by vectors (I- F,)J E G in ,2’;rkt ‘, the 
assertion f ~110~s. 
5.5 NC w we begin the proof of part (I) of Theorem 4. Suppose that 
(P, Q; 9) ($3’ has the supporting sequence (A,, n E N}. We identify 
(P, Q; a) with the form described in Theorem 4.1; that is, P = -i(d/dx) + 
(ajj(x>), 2 = x. Let 9,, = Cr(A 1 y--.3 Am) 7oLf = C.. ,...,fm):fi E C?(Aj)l, 
6’ (Aj) = { fE C’(Aj):f(x~) =f’(x*) = 0 x E c.‘;+ } and 
d’(A 1 y*..> L m> = {f = (fi ,***,fm>:J E d’(Aj)}* F or a convenient formulation 
let us adolht the convention that all functions fi and metrix elements aii, etc. 
usually de ined only on Aj or Ai U Aj are extended on R , by setting zero on 
the complc:ment. Roughly speaking, the aim of this subsection is to remove 
possible s ngularities of the functions aij at the points of 3i n 3j. To be 
precise, we prove that there is a unitary operator U in ,P such that 
(UPU-’ = -i(d/dx) + B(x), UQU-‘; UD), where Ugo G C’(A, ,..., A,) and 
the follow-ng condition are satisfied for i, j = l,..., m: 
(a) B(x) = (b,(x)) is a hermitean (m, m)-matrix of functions 
b, E C(A, .J Aj) such that b,(x) = 0 on A, U Aj\Ai n A,. 
(b) For each xEA,, there exist a p = p(x) > 0 and constants L,, 
k E N, sue h that S, := [X -p, x + p] G A,,,(,, and Ibij(t)l < It - u Ik L, for all 
t E <P,, u 5 LPX\A,c,,+ ,, k E N, i = l,..., m(x), j > m(x). 
(c) b,(u*) = 0 for all u E 3: n Jj’. 
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To fulfill (c), we proceed by induction on m(u). Let s E R\1, 0 < s < m - 1. 
Suppose (P, Q; G9) is transformed by a unitary operator U,, i into 
U,, i PU,-,‘, = -i(d/dx) + C(x), iJ,+ i QU;,‘, = x on Us+ i g,, such that: 
(i) C(x) = (c,(x)) satisfies (a) and (b). 
(ii) (c) holds for all ZJ E 3 with m(u) > s + 1. 
(iii) If f = (f ,,..., f,) E Us+,C80, then for all i = l,..., m, fi E d’(di) 
andh(x) = 0 m a certain (right resp. left) neighborhood of each point t E 3’ 
with m(t)<s+ 1. 
Letting U, = I, these conditions are valid for s = m - 1. Parts (ii) and (iii) 
are trivial. Parts (a) and (b) follow from Theorem 4.1 and the remark in 4.7. 
Now we define a unitary operator I’, = V(x) such that (i)-(iii) are fulfilled 
for Us := V,U,+,. Let u E 3 with m(u) = s. If there is no such point, then we 
are done by setting V, = Z in 3. Without loss of generality assume that 
u E 3: for some i. Write r for T+(U) and vj for vf (u). We define a hermitean 
(m, m)-matrix D(x) = (d,(x)) on (u, v,+ ,) by setting 
d,(X) = C,(X) on (u, min(v,, vi)) 
and 
d,(x) z 0 on (min(vi, vj)9 us+ ,I (12) 
and d,(x) = 0, otherwise. For simplicity we assume that m(v,+ ,) < s. (If 
m(v,+ i) = s, a similar construction has to be done in a left neighborhood of 
u,+ J. D(x) is continuous on (u, u,+ J. Indeed, by (i), it only remains to 
check that Cj,,+i(U,+i-) = C,+i,j(V,+i-) = 0 for j = s + l,..., s + r, and for 
each point v,+ i contained in (u, v,+ ,). But this follows from the induction 
hypothesis (i.e., from (a) or (c)) because v,+~ E (u, v,+ i) implies rn(~,+~) > 
s + 1. By the continuity of D(x), there exists a continuously differentiable 
(m, m)-matrix V(x) such that V’(x) = -W(x) D(x) for all x E (u, u,+ i) and 
V(t,) = I. Here &, is a point in (u, v,+ ,). In the case v,+, < us+, we will take 
bl E (us+r, us+1 ). V(x) is a unitary matrix for all x E (u, us + ,) because D(x) 
is hermitean and V(t,) = I. By setting V(x) = Z if x is not contained in a 
connected component (u, v,+ ,) resp. (v,, , , u) of A,, i with u E 8, m(u) = s, 
V(x) will be defined on R i . 
Let “(x) = V(x) e(x) for f’ = (f, ,...,f,) E Us+, go. We save to prove that 
(i)-(iii f are true for Us. First we verify (iii). Obviously, & =fj on (u, v,+ ,) 
for j = l,..., s, s + I + l,..., m, because of V(t,,) = Z and (12). Let us write 
/f= Vf in components f;:(x) = ai,s+ ~(x>f,+~(x) + **a + ai,s+r(x)fs+r(X)T 
XE (u,vs+l), i=s+ l)...) s + r. The functions aij are in C’(u, v,$+ ,), since 
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V(x) is. It follows again from V(to) = 1, the choice of t, and (12) that for 
i,j= s + 1 *.., s + r,x==f;. on [Vi, u,+i) and 
‘ri,j(x) = 6i,j if m(x) < max(i,j) and x E (u, u,+ ,). (13) 
In particular, V maps the Hilbert spaces JJiZi+ i @ r(u, vi) and onto itself. 
Since A E: d’(u, vi) by the induction hypothesis, (13) implies 4 E C’(u, v,J 
and f,(v,-) = 0 for j= s + I,..., s + r. From r(x) = V’(x) (x) + 
V(x) p’(x) = --iv(x) D(x) 
hypothesis applied to C(x i 
(x) + V(x) p’(x) on (u, v,+ ,) and the in i uction 
and /( x we obtain J(vj-) = 0. Therefore, (iii) ) 
follows. 
Next we pass to (i) and (ii). The equation f-= -iVD 
leads to 7(x)(-i(d/dx) + C(x)) V(x)-’ f(x) = -if’(x I 
+-VI’ on (u, u,+ ,) 
t C(x) f(x), where 
c’(x) = (Zi,(x)) = V(x)(C(x) - D(x)) V(x)-‘. We rewrite the last equation in 
terms of :he matrix elements ?ij. For i = l,..., m, j = s t l,..., s t rr and 
x E (u, u,+ ,) we obtain 
s+r 
Fij(x) = cji(x> = C (ciI(x) - dil(x)) ajl(x)* (14) 
I=st1 
~ij = cij on (a, V, + i) for i, j = l,..., s, s + r + l,..., m. Now (i) and (ii) follows 
from (14 1. Equations (12) imply C;,(x) z 0 on (a, min(v,, vj)) and 
cij(ut) = (1. Part (c) remains valid for v E 3if n 3f n (u, v,+i) with 
m(v) > s. 1 f i > s + 1 and j > s + I, this is trivial because Eij = Cij. NOW we 
consider t le case i = l,..., m, j = s t l,..., s t r. For I= s t l,..., s t r, we 
have di,(z l ) = 0 by (12), c,[(vf) = 0 for 1 <m(v) by the induction 
hypothesis (a) or (c) and CL/,(V*) = 6i, for max(j, I) = 1 > m(v) by (13). 
Therefore, (14) yields E1,(vk) = cij(vf) which is zero by the induction 
hypothesis (c). This proves (ii). In a similar way, (a) can be derived from 
(14). To I rove (b), we observe that 1 a,j(X)l < 1 for i, j = s + l,..., s t r, and 
x E (u, v,+ i) because V(x) is unitary. Combining this fact with (13) and 
(14), (b) ‘0110~s from the induction hypothesis, similarly as above. Thus 
(i)-(iii) ar : fulfilled for he unitary operator US. 
Letting U = U,, our proof is complete. 
5.6 In this subsection we complete the proof of Theorem 3. According to 
the conver tion made in 5.1, we choose a set b of branching points relative to 
the sequerce (d,, n E NJ. First let us notice that it suffices to show that 
there exis a locally smooth family 7 = {(VU, 8,J, ZJ E 23) of boundary 
operators ind a unitary operator W of J“ such that 
and 
wq E 22(F) n B(Q) 
wpw-If =ly WQW-‘f =Df for f E go. (15) 
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Indeed, by Theorem 4.1(11.4), g,, is dense in g in the graph topology. 
Hence (15) implies IV~zG?@)n~(~) and WPW-’ =Pf, 
WQW-‘f = of for all f E g. Since W@ is invariant under WP k - ’ and 
WQW-‘(=Q), we get W@ c @(A 1 ,..., A,,,; 7”) =a. In particular, !Z? is 
dense in Z’ and thus (p, 0; a) EZ. From the definition of 
WA, ,..., A,; 7) it is clear that J,, E A,, n E N, where {A,, n E N} is the 
supporting sequence of (p, 0; a). Because (WPW-‘, WQW-‘; Wg) E X 
has the supporting sequence {A,, n E R\l} and WG8 E a, it follows that 
z,, = A, for all n E N. Now Lemma 4 applies and yields (WPW-‘, WQ W-‘; 
Wg) = (F, 0; a). (Let us note that the equality J,, = A,,, n E N, also 
follows from the proof of part (II) in 5.4.) 
In order to obtain a locally smooth family Y and a unitary operator W 
fulfilling (15), we define inductively unitary operators W, , s = O,..., m - 1, of 
R’ such that: 
(i) W,PW;’ = -i(d/dx) + C(x), W,QW;’ =x on W,G,, where 
C(x) G (cu(x)) is a hermitean (m, m)-matrix satisyfying (a)-(c) in 5.5. 
(ii) C,(x) := (cJx), 1 < i, j < s) = 0 on IF? I if s > 1. 
(iii) C,(x) = 0 on (u, u,‘(u)) resp. (u;(u), U) for all u E 8 with 
m(u) & s - 1 and k = m(u) t l,..., m(u) + T+(U). 
(iv) WSGSO G C’ (A i ,..., A,; Ys), where “y^, is a locally smooth family of 
boundary operators such that VU = I, JYU = VUgU = Cm(U) for all u E b with 
m(u) > s. 
Here the operator “(d/h)” will be understood as in Definition 2. According 
to the convention from 5.5, C(x) is defined on the whole real line. Moreover, 
C(x) depends on s in general but we do not want to overload the notation. 
Part (iv) means in fact that for u E 23 with m(u) > s there is only the 
“trivial” boundary condition. 
For s = 0 let W,, be the unitary operator U defined in 5.5. Clearly, (i)-(iv) 
are satisfied in this case. Suppose that (i) - (iv) are valid for W,, s < m - 1. 
Our aim is to define a unitary operator Vs+, = V(x) of 3’ such that W,, 1 := 
Vs+ I W, satisfies (i)-(iv). 
Let V(s)=1 if xER, and xEBnA,. Suppose now that xE R, is 
contained in the connected component (u, v) of A,, 1. We restrict ourselves 
to the case u E I?, and u E R 1. If u = -co or u = too, the argument is 
similar. 
Case I. (u, v) is not a branching interval. 
According to the definition of a branching interval one of the points u, v, 
say, U, is in sr, hence in B2 ,..., 3,+,. Let D(x) = (d,(x)) be the hermitean 
(m, m)-matrix defined by di s+ 1(x) = ci,$+ ,(x) for i = l,..., s t 1 and 
dj,(x) = 0 otherwise on (u, v). First observe that c~,~+ ,(u-) = ciqs+ ,(u+) = 0, 
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i = l,..., s $ 1. Indeed, (a) gives c~,~+ ,(u+) = 0. If 0 E di, then c~,~+ ,(v--) = 0 
by (a). For v E 3i I? 3,+, , (c) applies. Since d, 2 . . . 2 A,,,, this covers all 
possible ca;es. Therefore D(x) is continuous on [u, v]. As in 5.5 there exists 
a unitary (rz, m)-matrix V(x), x E (a, v), such that V(x) E C’ on [u, U] and 
-V’(x)_= i r(x) D(x) on (u, u) and V(V-) = I. 
Let 
V(x) d 
(x) = iV(x) p(x) for f E WSgO, x E (u, 0). Obviously, FS+ 1 V(x) = 
s+, :.nd thus h(x) =fi(x), i = s + 2 ,..., m, on (u, v). Since the points of 
B n (u, v) have a multiplicity greater than s, f is not yet involved in a 
boundary c:ondition on (u, v). Consequently, by the induction hypothesis, 
r), f,;E C’(u, v) for i = l,..., s + 1. Because V(x) E C’ on (u, v), we have 
St I (x) E C’ on (u, v). Hence the conditions ensuring (iv) are fulfilled on 
( f 24, v . From D(v-) = 0, 
~$-w := - i v 
V(v-)=I, (I-F,+,)p=(Z-F,+,)J and 
(x)D(x) FS+lf(x) + V(x) FS+,J’(x) on (u, v) it follows 
f(o-) = /(v-) and ,?‘(u-) = e’(v-). (16) 
Moreover, V(-i(d/dx) + C(x)) V-‘f(x) = -ir(x) + V(x)(C(x_) - D(x)) 
“l<x)-’ f(x) =: -i?(x) + c(x)/(x) implies that the matrix C satisfies 
C,, i(x) E (I on (u, v); i.e., (ii) is true on (u, v). 
Case II. (u, v) is a branching interval. 
If (u, v) is of the form (u’, vj+(u’)) or (ui(u’), u’) with U’ E B and 
m(u’) ( s, then we set V(x) = Z on (u, U) and the induction hypothesis 
applies. Su:)pose now that u E B ’ and m(u) = s. For simplicity we assume 
that 2, is not a right branching point of multiplicity s. We write r for r+(u) 
and ui for V,?(U). Clearly, u,+, = v. Moreover, by taking unitary transfor- 
mations as in 5.5 if necessary, we may assume that 
cij(x) = 0 on (24, vj) if ui=uj and s+ l<i,j<s+r. (17) 
Again we c efine a hermitean (m, m)-matrix D(x) = (d,(x)) on (u, v) by 
rfij(x) e cij(x) on (24 oj], d,(x) c 0 on (vi, v) (18) 
for i = l,... , s, j = s + l,..., s + r, and dkn(x) = 0 for the remaining matrix 
elements o I (u, u). Again D(x) is continuous on [u, v] by the induction 
hypothesis (i) (that is, by (a) and (c)) and there is a unitary (m, m)-matrix 
V(x), x E U, u), such that V(x) E C’ on [u, u], -V’(x) = iv(x) D(x) on 
(u, v) and T(v--) = I. (If in addition u E %3 -, m(v) = s, then V(v-) = Z must 
be replac_d by V(to) = Z with a point t, E (u, v), similarly as in 5.5.) 
Let /(A ) = V(x) /( yx) for f E WSgO, x E (u, u). Repeating some 
arguments iom 5.5, we conclude that V leaves Cjzi+ r @ L,(u, vi) invariant, 
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f- fulfills (iv) on (u, v), and c”(x) satisfies (i) and (iii) on (u, v). Next we 
consider the boundary limits off* and f?’ on (u, u). First we note that 
f(v-) = P(P) and p’cv-) = P’(P). (19) 
Indeed, D(P) = 0 by (17) and (18). This, combined with V(W) = Z and 
-V’ = iVD, shows (19). Now we turn to the branching point U. By the 
induction hypothesis (iv), we have 
f,+,(u+) = * ** =f,(u+> = 0. (20) 
Obviously, J =jJ. on (u, v) for j > s + r. Thus, (20) implies 
v(u+)(f’(u+),...,f,(,,(u+), b, 0) 
= (~(U+),...,~j~mo+r,(u)o, OY.., 0). (21) 
Now let us return to the conditions (i)-(iv) which are to be verified in the 
case s + 1. The next step is to prove (iv). This means we have to define the 
boundary operators (V,, 8,) for the branching points u of multiplicity s such 
that P;‘ s+, is locally smooth and PE C’(d ,,..., A,,,; Sri,,). 
Suppose that u E 8 and m(u) = s. Assume first that u e b + n b -. Then 
we have a similar equation as (21) from the left which will be denoted by the 
same number. Since m(u) = s, f E WsGo is not yet involved in a boundary 
condition at u by a previous step. Hence, h(u--) =fi(u+) for i = l,..., s by 
(iv). Therefore Eqs. (21) yield 
It is easy to transform (22) into the language of a boundary condition. Let 
tFu = V(w) cm(u) z { V(u-)(z, )...) z m(uj, 0 ,..., 0): zi E c,} and define a m(u)- 
dimensional partial isometry Vu of ~mu,~+r~~u~ in Cmu,j+r+(uj by taking the 
unitary part V(u+) V(u-)-’ r &YU. Then Vu?Yu = V(u+) cm(uj and we have 
shown that fm satisfies the boundary condition at u with the boundary 
operator (V,, gU). If u E %3, m(u) = s and u @ 23 + f3 b -, the boundary 
operators are defined in a similar way, i.e., &5’,, = V(u-) Cmcul, Vu r iTu = 
V(e) r ?YU for ZJ 6?G !B)+, u E 8- and gU =‘?Ymcuj, Vu= V(u+) rwtkYu for 
uEB3+, u & 8 -. Almost the same argument applies to show that f fulfills 
the boundary condition at u in this case provided u is not a limit point of B. 
To explain a slight modification, consider the case ZJ E ‘$3 ‘, u 65 23 -. Then 
J(c) =h(u-) for i = 1 ,..., s either by (19) (if u E J ;+ 1) or by V(u-) = Z (if 
u e 3;+ i). Together with the induction hypothesis (iv), we have &u--) = 
fi(u+), i = l,..., s. 
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We shovr that Y$ + i is a locally smooth family of boundary operators. Let 
x E d, and let GYX and S, as in 5.1 resp. 5.5. Without loss of generality we 
assume th;it TX ES, in what follows. Recall that S, E Am(*), d(u) = 1, 
m(x) = m(t!) and u:, ZJ; E TX for all u = ‘$3 n S;. (Here the assumption (*) 
is essential.) It suffices to consider the case m(x) = s because for m(x) < s 
the induction hypothesis applies. We only treat the case u E b + n 23 - n S; 
(the case t 6? Bt n B- is even simpler). Since m(x) = s = m(u:) = m(v;), 
we have v ; ,uU EG4+1* Hence condition (b) yields 1 c,(t)\ < 1 t - uz Ik L, 
for t E S;, k E N, i = l,..., s = m(x), j = s + l,..., s + I+(U) with constants L, 
not depencling on u and t. Using this inequality and (17), (18), we get 
ID(y)I < m sup(lc~j(y)l; i = l,..., s; j = s t 1y...9 s t r-(u)) < ly - u; Ik mLk 
for k E N and y E (v;, u). Combined with -I” = iVD, V(u;-) =I by 
construction and I u - u; I < 1, it follows that 
1 V(u-) -I) = 1 V(u-) - V(v,-)I 
” = 
IJ “Y 
-iv(Y)D(.ddy / <(” b-u;l mLkdy 
l‘; 
<lu--v;lkmLk forkElN. (23) 
Now we verify condition (ii) in Definition 2. Obviously, IF; - Fs,I < 
IF;F, - F: 1 + IF; - F,F; 1. We estimate the second term. Let x E GYu. Since 
V(u-)-I x E c,, we have Ix-F,rl<lx- V(u-)-’ xl. Thus by (23), 
I(F;-F,I’;)xI=/~-F~~I=I~-~;I~~L,I~I for kEN. A similar 
inequality is true for the first term. Therefore, 1 F; - F, I < ) u - u; jk 2mL, 
for k E b. Similarly, IF: - F,I < Iu - 0: Ik 2mL,, k E N. From the 
definition of V, we infer that 
IV,F,-FF,I<IV(ut)V(u-)-‘FL-F;/tIF:-F,I 
<IV(u-)-IF,-F~;I+l?‘(ut)-IF;-F:I 
+ 2 IF; -F,I t IF’: -F,l. 
Since the first two summands can be estimated as above, it follows 
~VUF~-F,(~(max((u--v~~,~u-u~~))k8mLk=Z(u)k8mLk, kE N. Hence 
we conclutle that Ti+ 1 is locally smooth. 
Before studying the situation in a neighborhood of a limit point of 23, let 
us note that except for this case all conditions ensuring FE C’(A,,...,A,; 
7 ; + ,) are fulfilled. Indeed, it only remains to consider the point (v) in case I 
and case [I. Combining (16) resp. (19) with the induction hypothesis, the 
desired co editions follow immediately. 
Suppose now that x E A, is a limit point of B. Without loss of generality 
assume th it x E B n (x, $ co). By the induction hypothesis we may assume 
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m(x) = s. We have not yet defined V(u) for u E 23 n JX. Let V(u) := V(P) 
if uEd-n& and let V(u):=Z if uEBn9;., u$??d-. For tE& we 
define a linear operator of C, into 6, by setting R(t) = W(x, t)-’ Fs V(t). In 
the remainder of this proof we want to adopt the following convention. We 
shall use the symbol “c?,,dc)” to denote the “differentiation” in the sense of 
Definition 2, while “(d/d,),’ always means the ordinary differentiation. The 
next step of the proof is to show that 
&R(f)J(C)=R(t)~F,J(f) for all t E zX\d,+ , . 
Fix a number t E s; with t@Ad,+,- Since V-F,)/(t) = 0, 
sup{lR(y)l;y E JX} < co and h E Cl(&) for i = l,..., s, by the induction 
hypothesis, it follows from 
z-w + h) PC’ + h) - wp) 
= (R(t + h) I;, - W) Fs) ,W + h) + W)(Fs,W +h) - Fs;,PW) 
+W+h)(Z-F,)f(t+h) 
that it suffices to prove 
-f&F,=0 (25) 
and 
lim (Z - F,) ,t(l + h)/h = 0. 
h-cc 
(26) 
We begin with (25). We restrict ourselves to the right-hand derivative and 
to the case t > x. Let us use the following notation: y(y) = u;, S(y) = 
F, V; ‘T,’ if y E (u, 0:) with u E 8 n 3’X and y(v) = y, S(y) = Z otherwise. 
First we treat the case t & 8. Then, V(t) = I. Let h > 0 such that t f h E 3”. 
Using the formula for W+(x, t)- ’ from 5.1, we obtain 
R(t+h)Fs--(t)F, 
= W(x, t)-’ (W(t, y(t + h))-’ S(t + h) F, V(t + h) F, - FJ. (27) 
Applying (9) with t and y(t + h) instead of x and t, it follows that 
I WC4 r(t + h))-’ F, -F,I Q I/W + h)) - f12 K, < h2K,. (281 
Now we estimate Is(t + h) F, V(t + h) Fs - F,I. First let t + h E (u, u,‘), 
u E B n S;. Applying again condition (b) from 5.5 (recall that 
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14 E:Z\A,+,) and (17), (l@, we get jD(y)l~Iy-uImL,~h.mL, for 
y E (vi, U) J (u, uJ>. Therefore, 
.tttl 
IV(t+h)- ?++)I= 1 -qY>qY)dY 
‘U 
,<hmL,++h-uI<h*.mL, 
and similarly 1 V(u--) - Zl< h2 . mL, . Since / T: I< 2 by (6) and V(u+)- ’ 
T:F, V(u+) Fs = I’(#+))’ V(u+) F, = F, by the definition of Ti, we have 
(s(tth)F,V(t+h)F,-F,j 
=:\FsV(u-) V(u+)-’ T;F,V(t+ h)F, -F,l 
<JF,V(u-)2$-F,/ t (V-((u+)-* T,SF,(V(t+h)- V(u+))F,I 
II h2. 3mL,. (29) 
Now consicler the case t + h E (v;, u], u E 8 n&. Then, 
/ S(I + h) F, V(t + h) F, - F,] 
=)FsV(t+h)F,-Fs;,(<(t+h-u;~*~mL,<h2~mL,. (30) 
If t+h is not in (v;,u]U(u,u,f) for uEdnTX, then S(t+h)=l, 
V(t + h) = I and (30) is obviously true. Putting (27), (28), (29) and (30) 
together, hn,,,, (R(t + h) F, - R(t) F,)/h = 0 follows. If t = u E 8, a slight 
modification of the preceding argument yields the same assertion. For 
instance, l( :t u E B + . If h is sufficiently small, then t + h E (u, u:) and 
R(t + h)fi;, - R(t)F, = W(x,t)-‘(F,V(u-) V(u+)-’ T:F,V(t + h)F, - 
F, V(u-) F .). Hence the estimation in (29) applies. The remaining cases (i.e., 
left-hand dxivative, t < x) can be handled similarly. Thus the proof of (25) 
is complete . 
Next we verify (26). Let / = W,g, where 9 E Cr(d, ,..., d,) = 8,. Since 
supp gj, j := s t l,..., m, is a compact subset of the open set Aj, we have 
lim,,, gj(t f h)/h = g,!(t) = 0. Hence lim,,,(Z - F,)g (t + h)/h = 0. For 
y E &, y as x, the unitary operators U,(y) ,..., U,,,(y) and Y,(y) ,..,, V,(y) (as 
defined in 5.5 and 5.6) of the Euclidean space C, commute with F,. This 
follows frclm the special form of these operators. Therefore, F, W,(y) = 
W,(y) F,. This implies lim 
proof of (26) and (24). 
&Z - F,) /(” + h)/h = 0, thus completing the 
NOW WC: can prove that /f--E C’(A, ,..., A,; 7 i+ ,). First we check that 
V(x+) = I. Applying condition (b) in the same way as above, it follows that 
IV(y)-ZI(<(y--u(y)lmL, for yE (x,x+6+). Here ly-u(y)\ is the 
infimum over all values )y-0:) and /y-v;) for UE!B+ and UEW, 
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respectively. Since x is a limit point of 23 n (x, +co), y -9 x + 0 implies 
I Y - ~Y)I -+ 0. H ence V(x+) = Z and *(x+) =1(x+). If x E $-, then we 
f may argue as above to see that f fulfi 1s the boundary condition at x. Thus 
e 
- satisfies condition (i) in Definition 2. Condition (ii) of Definition 2 means 
that the components of W(x, t)-’ I;,,?(t) =Z?(t)/(t) are in Cl(&). Let 
ted,+, n S,. Since W(x, a)-’ is constant in a neighborhood of t and 
V’ = iVD on A,+,; we have 
wo f w  If fE&\A,+,, 
(GO W f(t) = W)WW) f(t) + 
then (24) yields (d/dt) R(t) 
R(t)(d/dt) Fs/(t). It only remains to verify the continuity of (d/dt) R 
on KYX. (To complete the proof of Thoerem 3, the existence of the 
already suffices because of the invariance of the domain. The only reason for 
W(x, t)-’ Fsf(t) E c’ in Definition 2(ii) is to justify the notation 
C’(A ,,..., A,,,; Y).) We have to prove that t, -t t, t, E .YX n A,, 1, 
t~~T\ffs+,~ always implies --iDkJ f(b) + 6.W f&J + (WI FsfW 
The other cases are obvious. By condition (b), D(t,) -+ 0. The argument used 
in the proof of (26) applies to show that le(.)l is bounded on S; and 
(I - F,)(d/dt) /(t,) + 0. Since Fsf E C’ on 57, by (iv), the assertion follows. 
To complete the proof, we return to (i). We have to check that 
V(t) 
c 
-i -$ + C(f) 
1 
V(t) ’ r(t) = -i if(l) + C(t) f(t) 
for all t E &, where (? satisfies (i)-(iii) and the 
is to be understood in the sense of (11). The 
W(x, t)((d/dt) W(x, t))’ F,/(t)). For t E A,, I this reduces to the 
differentiation and the assertion has been already proven. Now suppose 
t E ?\A,+ 1. Since C(t) = 0 by the induction hypothesis, C(t) = 0. Taking 
Remark 2 from 5.1 into account, the assertion becomes 
= W(x, t) f W(x, t) ’ Fs V(t) f(t). 
But this is only a reformulation of (24). Putting everything together, we have 
shown that the conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied in the case s + 1. 
Setting W= Wmm,, T’=Ti-,, (15) is proven. This completes the proof 
of Theorem 3. 
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6. SOME APPLICATIONS AND REMARKS 
6.1. THEIREM 1. Let (P, Q; g) EX in the Hilbert space 27 Suppose 
Q has a finite spectral multiplicity m. Then there exists a pair 
(P,, Q,; a, I E $3’ in a larger Hilbert space <q ?R which is unitarily 
equivalent ,o a direct sum of m Schriidinger pairs and satisfies G2, 2 9, 
P,zP, Q,r>Q. 
Proof: “he proof goes by induction and works similarly as in 5.5. Again 
we identify (P, Q; 33) with the form obtained in Theorem 4.1. Let 
8 = CEl 3&W,), g3 = CL1 0 Ci(R,) and go = if = (f,,...,fJ:fj E 
CF(A!) for j = l,..., m}. By- setting & 5 0 on R ,\Aj, j = l,..., m, G0 and 
R will be embedded into g3 and &, respectively. Set U,,, + i = I. Suppose 
that Ur+], r E N, 1 < r f m, is a unitary operator of &4 such that for 
/ = dfi,4‘,) E U,+,~O: 
0)’ (V,+lPG’lp) (x) = - i(dldx) p(x) + C(x) p(x), 
x x yr+ly-y)(4= pc 1 f or x E R,, where C(x) = (cij(x)) is a hermitean 
m, m ma I ix. 
(ii) t’ij E C(A, U Aj) and cij(x) = 0 on Ai U Aj\Ai f7 A, for i,j = l,..., m. 
(iii) (*ij(x)rOonR,ifi>r+l andj>r+l. 
(iv) e E g3 and supp fi E Ai, suppfj c A,,, for i = l,..., r, 
j = r + l,...: m. 
By Theo:em 4.1, U,,, = Z satisfies (i)-(iv). We define a unitary operator 
V rt1 = V(x) x E R, , of 4 so that U, := V,., , U,., , fulfills (i)-(iv). We set ’ 
d,(x) E dj,lx) = crj(x) on A, for j= I,..., m. Let d,(x) = 0 on A, for the 
remaining indices and let D(x) = (d,(x), 1 < i, j < m), x E A,. Since 
crj E C(A,)I =C(A, U Aj)) for j = r,..., m, by the induction hypothesis, D(x) is 
continuous on A,. Hence there is a unitary (m, m)-matrix V(x), x E A,., such 
that V(x) E C’ and V’(x) = -iv(x) D(x) on A,. Set V(x) = Z on R ,\A,. Put 
T(x)= V(x)f(x) for/E Ul+,k;h,. 
Now we check (i)-(iv) for U,. = V,, , U,, , . Obviously, x =fi for i < r. 
V(x) E CL )n A, and f, E CA(A,) for I = r,..., m, by the induction hypothesis, 
imply fj E CA(A,) for j = I,..., m. This implies (iv). Part (i) follows 
immediatelr. Let c(x) = (&(x)) be the new matrix. Part (iii) follows 
similarly a;; in 5.5. Next we prove (ii). Of course, Eij = ci,i if i < r and j < r. 
Hence it 0111~ remains to consider cii= 5 for i = l,..., r - 1, and j = r ,..., m. 
In the same: way as in 5.5, we write fr(x) = Cyzr a,,(x)f,(x), I= r,..., m, and 
we get c,i(x) = CFElci,(x) aj,(x) (compare with (14) in 5.5). Since 
aln E C’(d ) because V E C’ on A, and tin E C(Ai), we conclude that 
‘See Rem;irk 2 in 5.1. 
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cij E C(d,). Moreover, tin(x) = 0 on dj\d, 2 di\d, yields c’,(x) = 0 on A,\A,. 
In order to prove Zij E C(A,), it suffices to show that x, -+ x for x, E A,, 
X E Ai\A,, always implies ~ij(X,)-‘O as s -+ co. Indeed, by (ii), cin(x,)-+ 
c,,(x) = 0 for n = I,..., m. Since V(y) is unitary, 1 aj,( y)l< 1 on A, and hence 
Eij(x,) -+ 0 as s --) co, thus completing the proof of (i)-(iv). 
Set a = U, @, P’ = U, PU; ‘, Q = U, QU; ‘. Taking the closure of U, g,, in 
the graph topology and using the invariance of under F, Q, it follows that 
J;:EY(lR,), i= 1 ,..., m, by (iv) and pf = -iP_‘,-Q[= xf by (i) and (iii) fo_r 
all f = df ,,..., f,) E U,g. I n other words, (P, Q; g) is the restriction to G 
of the direct sum (P2, Q2; gz) of m Schrodinger pairs. Letting 
P, = U;‘P, U, , Q, = U;‘Q, U, , g, = U; ‘9*, the proof is complete. 
6.2 COROLLARY 2. A canonical pair (P, Q; a) EX with supporting 
sequence {A,,} is unitarily equivalent to a direct sum of m Schrlidinger pairs, 
m E IN, if and only ifAi = IR, for i = l,..., m and A,, , = 0. 
The necessity part follows from Corollary 4.3. The sufficiency is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3 because 8 is empty. It is easy to 
derive it directly from Theorem 4.1. Indeed, let V(x), x E R,, be a unitary 
jT:YT)-matrix with V’(x) = -iv(x) A(x). Then, VPV-‘df, ,...,f,) = 
1 * ,-**, -lyA) for & E C~(lRI) and hence for f;. E Y(R,) by taking the 
closure in the graph topology. 
Combining Corollary 4.3 and Theorem 5.3, we have 
COROLLARY 3. Let (P,, Q,; 9,) EX. Suppose Q, has a Jinite spectral 
multiplicity and the set B of all branching points is empty. 
Then, the supporting sequence {A!,} is the only unitary invariant of 
(P, , Q,; @,); i.e., (P,, Q,; 99,) ,is unitarily equivalent to a pair 
(PI, Q,; 9J E .T with supporting sequence {AL} iff AL = Ai for all n E N. 
Note that b is empty if Q has a simple spectrum. 
6.3 Remarks. 1. If at least one of the deficiency indices of P is finite, 
then (P, D; G9) EZ admits an extension to a canonical pair in a larger 
Hilbert space satisfying the Weyl relation. This result is due to Jorgensen 
and Muhly [4]. They mainly used invariant subspace result of J-unitary 
groups in indefinite inner product spaces. It seems to be an open problem 
whether or not such an extension exists in the general case. 
2. Since there are canonical pairs (P, Q; @) EX with supporting 
sequence {A, = R, , n E N } for which P is not essentially self-adjoint on g’, 
Corollaries 2 and 3 are no longer true for m = +CO. 
3. If the set B in Corollary 3 is not empty, then (PI, Q,; gI) is not 
uniquely determined by {AA} up to unitary equivalence. For simplicity we 
explain this in the case Ai = (a, b), Ai = (c, d), Ai = 0, a < c < d < b. Let 
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g, = @(a, d) 0 @‘(c, b) and g2 = (?(a, b) @ @(c, d). It is easy to see 
that (-i(d’dx), x; G9i) and (-i(d/dx), x; gz) have the same supporting 
sequence {dtj,}, but they are not unitarily equivalent. 
4. In ti.1, we made the convention to choose the branching point 
associated with a branching interval such that m(u) < m(v:) for all u E 23. 
The main reason for this convention has been the aim to hold the number of 
branching points small even if the dimensions of the spaces Cj become 
larger. We illustrate this with the example d, = (0, n + l), A, = (1, n),..., 
A,=(L2). A,,,, =0, nE N, na2. Then d+ = {l}, 2V =0 or B+ = {l), 
!!I = {n} according to our convention. In the lirst case we have only one l- 
dimensional partial isometry of C, in G,, while without this convention we 
could choc se B ’ = { 2,..., n}, B - = 0. It should be noted that there are in 
general many possible sets B’, ZV fulfilling our convention m(u) < m(v,‘) 
for u E 23. In the example A, = (0,4), A, = (1,2)U (2,3), A, = 0 there are 
four possibilities 8 + = W = 12); W = { 1,2), %+ = 0; etc. 
6.4 WP conclude this section by indicating how the results of this article 
carry over to some closely related classes of representations. To define them, 
consider a closed symmetric operator P and a unitary group U(t) = e”“, 
Q = Q*, t ,5 R,, in the Hilbert space R. Suppose that 5Zi” := G?(P”), s E N, 
is dense in Z, U(t) g” E .G??” and PU(t) 4 = U(t)(P + t) 4 for Q E g”, t E R, . 
Then we will say that (P r 9?“, Q; g:“) belongs to the class .F. Similarly as 
in Lemma 2.2, G9‘s := 9” n (nF=, g(Q,)) is dense in ,W and U(t) ~9~ G Y,, 
t E R I . Lel ,ZIY denote the set of all (P r es, Q; GZs). X a: will be defined in a 
similar wa J. We only replace @’ by 0 ,” , g(P”). Moreover, we write Zm 
for .Z. Noice that we do not have QG$ c 8,$ for s E N in general in contrast 
to the case s = co. 
All inveitigations and results of this article remain valid for .F and Zs, 
s E N U {co ), if we make some necessary changes. Since the proofs mainly 
follow the same line (only the estimations in 5.6 and the remark in 4.7 need 
some changes; see the proof of Lemma 5 below), we only indicate how the 
definitions and results have to be motilied. We restrict ourselves to s E N, 
since .F m only requires slight modifications of the domains. 5+ will be 
replaced bq Bs resp. gs. Proposition 3.1 is even true for a larger class of 
function ir eluding Ci(R,). In Corollary 3.2 we have to write (E(t) 4, w) E 
Wj+‘(R,). W;(!Dl) and W;3’oc(W) denote the usual Sobolev spaces for an 
open subs:t !IJI of R, . In particular, (E(t) 4, w) E C’(R r) and hence the 
definition of A@), d E gs resp. (6 E GZs, makes sense. In Theorem 4.1 we 
have ank E W;- ‘3’“c(A, n A,J and Cf,(A,J G Ug s W;*‘“‘(A,, n E IN), k E id. 
Part (11.5) remains valid ifs > 2. In (11.4) and in Lemma 11 (ii), we can take 
the locall! convex topology generated by the seminorms qn(#) := 11 Q”till, 
n E IN,, Pj($d) := IIP’#II,j= l)..., s, instead of the graph topology. In Lemma 
1 l(i), A(P, w) s A(#,+ ,) holds true forj < s - 1. The assertion of Jiemma 7 is 
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f, E WTA,), n E N. Part (ii) in Definition 5.1 will be replaced 
by the following condition. For each x E A, there exists a E = E(X) > 0 
such that (F: - Fmtxj , 1 < 1 u - v,’ Is- “’ C,, I V,,F; - F,(,, I < l(u)“- “* C, 
for all u E 23 n (X-E, x + E), where C, are constants satisfying 
c UEmBCI(X--B,X+Ej C: < co. By inequality (8) in 5.1, this condition suffkes to 
ensure the absolute convergence of the infinite products and to define the 
operators W(x, t), W(x, t)-‘. Definition 5.2 requires some obvious changes. 
To define g(p), the components of W(x, t))’ F,,,,/(t) have to be in 
Wi(9;). Equation (11) will be understood in the distribution sense. 
Moreover, %?(A, ,..., A,; 7) = OF= 1 g(Q,) n g(p). Then Theorem 5.3 
remains valid. The conclusions of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5, Theorem 6.1 and 
Corollary 6.2 hold for X”, Lq without changes. 
Before continuing the discussion of the classes X” and 4, we consider 
the following. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let {A,} be a sequence of positive numbers so that 
A := C,=, II, 2”-’ < 1 and let {p,} be a complex sequence with ]pnl < 1 for 
n E N and ( 1 - Ipn 1) E I,. Put !UI, = (0, 1). YJIJ1, will be the complement of a 
Cantor discontinuum. Define u, = (1 -4)/Z Vl = (1 + q/2, 
u2 = (u1 -q/2, 02 = (u1 + 4)/L 243 = (v, + 1 - 1,)/2, v, = (v, + 1 + A,)/& 
etc., and set W, = UnEN (u,, vJ. We choose U, as branching point of the 
branching interval (u,, v,). 
@nz, (1 - lP”12Y2 z) 
Let gU” = C r = {(z, 0), z E C , }, V,Jz, 0) = 
f or n E R\J and z E C 1. The operator W(x, t)“, a = 1 or 
a=-1, as defined in 5.1 is the function W(x, t)” = n,,,,,,pz for 
t, x E [0, 11, x < l. The infinite products converges, since { 1 - IP,, I } E 1,. Let 
P = -i(d/dx) (acting in the distribution sense) be the closed symmetric 
operator in R= L2(%JI,) @ L2(!J.B2) which is defined as in Definition 5.2 by 
setting %‘= {(Vun, &?J, n E N}, A, = !JJI,, A, = 9J12, A, =a and replacing 
C’(9;) in (ii) by IV:(&). Note that P is not densely defined in general. 
LEMMA 5. Let s E N and x E %R,\W,. There exists a vector 
f = u-rJ-2) E TV”) with fi(x+) = 0 if and only if there exist a E = E(X) > 0 
and a II-sequence {C,,nEN,}, where NX:= {jE N:Iu~-xI<E} such that 
1 - ]p, I < A;-“%, foralln E N,. (1) 
Moreover, E does not depend on s. 
ProoJ: The proof of the sufficiency is exactly the same as the proof in 
5.4. We verify the necessity part. Because { 1 - IP,, I} E I,, C := info W(x, t)l; 
t,xE [O, 11,x < t} > 0. Since f E a(P”), h,(t) := W(x, t)-Ifi is 
continuous on (0, 1). fi(x+) = 0 implies h,(x) = 0. Hence ] h,(t)/ > L > 0 on 
580/50/l-4 
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(x - E, x t E) for some E = E(X) > 0 and constant L. Taking the ‘Y-boundary 
condition for e into account, we obtain 
IJ&l+> = If,(%+)P,‘(l - IP”12Y21 2 cw -Ml (2) 
for U, E (A - E, x + E). On the other hand, then Y-boundary condition also 
means that f:“(v,-) = 0 for j = l,..., s - 1, n E N. Hence 
If*(u,+)l = j”“i”’ * * * j-fy(xJ dx, * * * dx, 1 
“” “” L’” 
Q Ilf:s)llL~(u”,““~ I UtI - vnIS- I’* 
= w2 IlfYvL,cU,,t.“). (3) 
Setting C,, = (CL)-’ IlfYIIL,c.,,U,~~ (1) follows from (2) and (3), thus 
completing the proof. 
Now WI: return to the discussion of X” and 3;. For simplicity in 
notation, vie restrict ourselves to Zs, s E IN U {co }, but all facts mentioned 
below also hold for A (and in particular, forX = XW). 
1. First we assume that I = 1. Then, W ,\W, has Lebesgue measure zero. 
By taking CT-functions supported in finitely many intervals (a,,, on), we 
conclude t rat n F=, g(P”) is dense in GE Therefore, (P f &9’, Q; g’“) E ,W” 
for s E NO {co }. Let {A”,} denotes its supporting sequence. 
According to Lemma5, xEdi for sEN and xEW,\%l12 iff (1) is 
satisfied. lirom Lemma 5 it follows that x E ApS if and only if there are 
constants I: = E(X) > 0 and M, = MJx), k E N, such that 
1 -l&l Gwk forallkER\l and nEN,. (4) 
Indeed, th: sufficiency of (4) was already shown in 5.4. To prove the 
necessity, we estimate the I,-sequence {C,, n E /Nx} from (1) (which, of 
course, dellends on-s) by a constant M,_ I and we obtain (4). Since obviously 
Illl,cA r, t is clear that 7‘ is locally smooth in the sense of Definition 5.1 if 
and only if A? = Y.JI,, A;O=%R2, that is, (Pr@m,Q;G’~)EZ’“O has the 
“full” supllorting sequence {YJl, , W,, 0,...}. By choosing a suitable sequence 
{p,}, we can construct an operator P such that A; # Ai for all 
r, s E N U { oo} with r # s. This makes a remark indicated in 5.1 and 5.4 
more precse. Moreover, we see from Lemma 5 that G9’, s > 2, is not a core 
for P in glmeral; i.e., we do not have P = P r @“. This is the reason for the 
notation (P r .@‘, Q; as) instead of (P, Q; @‘) at the beginning of this 
subsection 
2. Ner t assume that 1 < 1. If g(P”) is dense for each n E N, then “t is 
locally smooth by Lemma 5 and hence (P r .G2*, Q; C9”) E Xm. Now let 
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s E N. Suppose that the sequence {A,), {p,} are chosen such that (1) is 
fulfilled for s and all x E %JI,\!U&, but it fails for all x E !UI,\‘%?, in the case 
s + 1. (For example, this is true if 1 - ]P,,( = AS, for rr E IN.) Then, by the 
argument used in 5.4, g”(P) is dense in A?. Hence (P r GP, Q; g’) EX’. 
On the other hand, if = (f, ,jJ E g(P+l), then Lemma 5 yields 
f,(x+) = 0 for each x E !UI, c !JRm2. Since the Lebesgue measure of !UI,\!U& is 
positive because of 1 < 1, ka(P+‘) is not dense in A?’ and hence 
(P r !as+ ‘, Q; gs+ ‘) is not of the class 3”” ’ in the Hilbert space A? 
The idea of Example 4 can be used to construct canonical pairs 
(P r G3’, Q; g”) E +P for s E R\l with g(Pst ‘) = (0). We only indicate the 
construction. We take for !JJIn, n (u”, u,), IZ E N, again the complement of a 
Cantor discontinuum and we define 2-dimensional partial isometries of 6, in 
C, at the branching points of multiplicity 2. Continuing this procedure and 
choosing convenient partial isometries, we obtain the desired examples. Let 
us note that the existence of a (densely defined) closed symmetric operator A 
with g(,4*) = (0) has been proved by Naimark [8] using the Cayley 
transform. The construction mentioned above yields concrete examples of 
this kind. 
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